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The Corporation of the City of Grand Forks 

Public Hearing of Council 

MINUTES 

 

PH-2019-03 

Wednesday, June 5, 2019, 3:00 pm 

7217 - 4th Street, City Hall Council Chambers 

 

Present: Mayor Brian Taylor 

Councillor Cathy Korolek 

Councillor Chris Moslin 

Councillor Christine Thompson 

Councillor Rod Zielinski 

 

Absent: Councillor Zak Eburne-Stoodley (recused) 

Councillor Neil Krog 

 

Staff: Diane Heinrich - Chief Administrative Officer 

Daniel Drexler - Corporate Officer 

Kevin McKinnon - Deputy Corporate Officer 

Daphne Popoff - Corporate Administrative Assistant 

Dolores Sheets - Manager of Development & Engineering 

Services 

Wendy Whelan - Temp. Planning/Dev. Tech. 2 

Leford Lafayette - Temp. Planning/Dev. 

George Seigler - Dep. Fire Chief/Dep. Mgr. Emerg. Services 

 

 

GALLERY 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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1. Call to Order 

Mayor Taylor called the June 5, 2019, Public Hearing to order at 3:11 pm. 

Councillor Thompson read the introductory statements: 

(a) The purpose of this Hearing is to consider certain bylaws which, if adopted, 

shall amend the City of Grand Forks Zoning Bylaw No. 2039. 

(b) All persons who believe that their interest in property within the boundaries of 

the City is affected by the proposed bylaw(s) shall be afforded a reasonable 

opportunity to be heard or to present written submissions respecting matters 

contained in the bylaw(s) that are the subject of this Hearing. No one will be or 

should feel discouraged or prevented from making their views known. This 

Hearing is open to the public and all representations to Council form part of the 

public record. A live video and audio feed may be broadcast and recorded by 

GFTV. 

(c) All information, correspondence, petitions or reports that have been received 

concerning the subject bylaws have been made available to the public. The 

correspondence and petitions received after May 22, 2019 (date of notification) 

and before noon today are available for inspection during the course of this 

hearing and are located on the information table in the foyer of the Council 

Chamber. 

(d) Members of Council may ask questions, if they so wish; however, the main 

function of Council members is to listen to the views of the public. It is not the 

function of Council to debate the merits of the proposed bylaw with individual 

citizens or with each other at this Hearing. 

(e) Council debate on the proposed bylaw(s) is scheduled to take place during 

the next Regular Council meeting after the conclusion of this Hearing, June 10, 

2019. It should be noted, however, that for some items a final decision may not 

be able to be reached at that meeting. 

(f) It must be emphasized that Council will not receive any representation from 

the applicant or members of the public after conclusion of this Hearing. 

(g) During a Public Hearing, people sometimes become enthusiastic or 

emotional. Regardless of whether you favour or oppose any application or 

argument, please refrain from applause or other expressions of emotion. 

Restraint enables others whose views may or may not coincide with your own to 

exercise their right to express their views and have them heard in as impartial a 

forum as possible. 
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2. Notification of Meeting 

The Corporate Officer will affirm that Notice of Public Hearing was given in 

compliance with Section 466 of the Local Government Act. 

3. Individual Bylaw Submissions 

a. Bylaw 2039-A6-ZA1904-LotsABCD 70th Ave-Public Hearing Memo 

Development, Engineering and Planning 

Public comments: 

- Clayton Kube (5775 Beatrice Street) OPPOSED, stated that he came 

from a similar location, does not want this to happen again 

- Frances Allen (2170 Brycen Place) OPPOSED, read a statement 

regarding concerns for development in this area, worked at a hospital, 

help required but is not available in this community, transition housing 

- Jaymes Croken (7170-19th Street) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to his 

written submission, development near a transition house, mental health 

and substance abuse, stores available for dispensing medication 

- Al Olsen (2180 Brycen Place) OPPOSED, read a statement regarding 

zoning regulations, Whispers of Hope, transition house, personal property, 

2nd Street property, services available for hard-to-house, current 

resources 

- Scott Davis (6969-19th Street) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to Petition 

submitted, households living in fear, read an article from Nanaimo, 

increased task force not available 

- Bernie Bartkowski (8091 Pineview Crescent) OPPOSED, spoke in 

regard to personal property and vandalism, does not want to live in fear 

- Peter Demski (9385 Granby Road) has a low-income trailer park up the 

Granby for 10 years and is offering a solution by selling part of his land to 

BC Housing for development 

- Chris Hammett (2450-65th Avenue) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to the 

women's shelter, 2nd Street location, no 'wet' facility, no capacity in this 

City to solve the problems, other community problems 

- Neil Macgregor (2185 Brycen Place) OPPOSED, stated that Councillors 

chose to be in their positions, Council's choice and responsibility, people 
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did not know about the 70th Avenue location plan, cost to taxpayers, 

transparency, fire truck and water meters for community 

- Gilbert Cunningham (3505 Carson Road) OPPOSED, has a business 

within City limits near Warming Centre, police officers' limitations, facilities 

for recovering required, should not be within City limits, addicts need a 

sense of accomplishment and work 

- Ritch Rappel (5415 Almond Gardens Road) OPPOSED, infrastructure 

and support services not available, same cycle just continuing, not to 

isolate people in small communities, BC Housing attempts do not work 

- Kay Barnfield (7225 Boundary Drive) OPPOSED, inquired as to what a 

'wet' facility was, how many units, how would it be monitored, other 

facilities such as Hardy View and Broadacres, more policing 

- Roly Russell (7541-11th Street) OPPOSED, read his written submission 

regarding supportive housing, spoke in regard to cost savings issues for 

development, safety for community 

- Jesse Ritco (2068-68 Avenue) OPPOSED, inquired as to tax impact from 

this development, how many people would be 'imported' to this 

community, decision of this location, increased risk of danger to 

community, increase in police force, family safety concerns, location not 

suitable 

- Pamela Kennedy (7531 Donaldson Drive) OPPOSED, believes this type 

of project should not be in this City at all, safety for community, BC 

Housing units security will not help the people in the community, harm 

reduction is not working, cannot keep bringing in more people with needs, 

has to be dealt with one by one 

- Cindy Anthony (223 Winnipeg Avenue) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to 

the transition house, cannabis sales location bylaw, suggestion for another 

location - Victorian Motel on Hwy 3 

- Gillian James (2175 Brycen Place) OPPOSED, read a statement 

regarding location, infrastructure, taxpayers, zoning in residential area, BC 

Housing 

- Nigel James (2175 Brycen Place) spoke in regard to the Community 

Charter and the laws, BC Government and Grand Forks working together, 

provincial resources 

Mayor Taylor called a recess of the Public Hearing at 4:39 pm. 
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Mayor Taylor reconvened the Public Hearing at 4:45 pm. 

- Laura Savinkoff (8210 Outlook Road) IN FAVOUR, stated that all 

comments are negative, on an international scale these facilities work, 

people require help, people drink in their homes, homelessness 

Deputy Corporate Officer read submissions by email. 

- Abe Martens (6715-18th Street) OPPOSED, told a story of his 

experience with a homeless addicted person, facility proposed requires 

help in place for these people, fear in community and for family 

- James Tyler (2165 Brycen Place) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to the 

statement 'not in my backyard', 2nd Street, location of 70th Avenue, lots of 

questions still to answer, cleanup of facility, who will be running this 

housing, rushed decision 

Deputy Corporate Officer read submissions submitted during 

the Public Hearing. 

- Lizanne Eastwood (6969-19th Street) OPPOSED, read a statement 

regarding safety for children, seniors, and other residents in the proposed 

area, other location possibilities, comprehensive study of neighborhood, 

homeless population 'point in time count', future of Grand Forks, fear 

Deputy Corporate Officer read submissions submitted during 

the Public Hearing. 

- Marion Duralia (7583 Granby Road) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to lack 

of services for addictions or mental illnesses, high safety risk to visitors 

utilizing public recreation facilities, BC Housing, life-long resident 

- Gloria Koch (5955 Kenmore Road) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to BC 

Housing dictatorship, duty to Grand Forks citizens, safety, serving 

community 

Deputy Corporate Officer read submissions by email. 

4. Adjournment 

The June 5, 2019, Public Hearing was adjourned at 6:00 pm. 

5. Procedure on each Bylaw Submission 

(a) Brief description of the application by City Staff (Planning Department); 

(b) The Chair will request that the Corporate Officer indicate all information, 

correspondence, petitions or reports received for the record. 
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(c) The applicant is requested to make representation to Council regarding the 

project and is encouraged to limit their presentation to 15 minutes. 

(d) The Chair will call for representation from the public in attendance as follows: 

i. The microphone at the delegates table has been provided for any person(s) 

wishing to make representation at the Hearing. 

ii. The Chair will recognize ONLY speakers at the delegation table. 

iii. Those who wish to speak concerning the proposed bylaw should, at the 

appropriate time, commence their address to the Chair and the meeting by 

clearly stating their name and residential address. 

iv. Speakers are limited to 5 minutes to present their remarks.  At the discretion 

of the Chair, a speaker may be permitted a second opportunity to present 

new information, but only after all other members of the public have been 

heard a first time. 

(e) Once the public has had an opportunity to comment, the applicant shall be 

given an opportunity to respond to any questions raised. The applicant shall 

be requested to keep the response to a total of 10 minutes maximum. 

(f) Questions of staff by members of Council must be asked before the Public 

Hearing is closed and not during debate of the bylaw at the next Regular 

Meeting, unless for clarification. 

(g) Final calls for representation (ask three times). Unless Council directs that the 

Public Hearing on the bylaw in question be held open, the Chair shall state to the 

gallery that the Public Hearing on the Bylaw is closed. 

Note: Any applicant or member of the public may use visual aids (e.g. 

photographs, sketches, etc.) to assist in their presentation. Please ask staff for 

assistance prior to the Hearing if required.  Powerpoint, video, or other digital 

presentations will not be accepted during a Public Hearing. 

 

 

________________________________ ________________________________ 

Mayor Brian Taylor Corporate Administrative Assistant - 

Daphne Popoff 
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To:  Regular Meeting 

From:  Development, Engineering & Planning 

Date:  June 10, 2019 

Subject:  Revised resolution for UBCM Housing Needs Report grant 
application 

Recommendation: RESOLVED THAT Council rescind Resolution #: 
R185/19/05/21, 
  
AND; 
 
RESOLVED THAT Council supports the Regional 
District Of Kootenay Boundary making an application 
to UBCM for a regional housing needs report, 
 
AND FURTHER: 
 
RESOLVED THAT Council approves the Regional 
District of Kootenay Boundary to receive and manage 
the grant funding on behalf of the City of Grand Forks. 

 

Background  
 
At the May 21, 2019 Regular Meeting of Council, staff presented a recommendation to 
Council to support the Regional District of Kootenay Boundary in applying for and 
managing grant funding for a regional housing needs assessment initiative. At that 
meeting, staff advised Council that the resolution needed to be amended to reflect the 
requirements as described in the grant application guidelines. The resolution was 
amended as per the guidelines and was passed by Council. Staff have since received 
notice that the resolution needs to be amended as above to meet the grant application 
requirement. 
 

Benefits or Impacts 
 

General 
 
Providing the correct wording in the resolution will enhance opportunity for success of 
the grant application. 
 

Attachments  
N/A 
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Recommendation  
RESOLVED THAT Council rescind Resolution #: R185/19/05/21, 
  
AND; 
 
RESOLVED THAT Council supports the Regional District Of Kootenay Boundary 
making an application to UBCM for a regional housing needs report, 
 
AND FURTHER: 
 
RESOLVED THAT Council approves the Regional District of Kootenay Boundary 
to receive and manage the grant funding on behalf of the City of Grand Forks. 
 

Options 
1. THAT Council accepts the report.  
2. THAT Council does not accept the report. 
3. THAT Council refers the matter back to staff for further information. 
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Report Approval Details 

Document Title: 2019-06-10 Revised Resolution_Housing Needs Study 

Grant.docx 

Attachments:  

Final Approval Date: Jun 7, 2019 

 

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined 

below: 

No Signature - Task assigned to Diane Heinrich was completed by 

assistant Daniel Drexler 

Diane Heinrich - Jun 7, 2019 - 12:42 PM 
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To:  Regular Meeting 

From:  Development, Engineering and Planning 

Date:  June 10, 2019 

Subject:  Third Reading - Bylaw No. 2039-A6, Rezoning from R1 – 
Residential to CD – 2 Comprehensive Development – City Owned 
Lots A, B, C and D on 70th Avenue (FILE: ZA1904). 

Recommendation: THAT Council, after due consideration of community input 
and results of the Public Hearing, considers Zoning Bylaw 
Amendment No. 2039-A6 for third reading. 

 

Background  
On May 21, 2019, Council gave first and second reading to Zoning Bylaw Amendment 
No. 2030-A6 which would rezone 0.28 hectares on 70th Avenue from R1 (Residential – 
Single & Two Family) to CD 2 (Comprehensive Development 2) to accommodate a 
supportive housing project and other community uses. 
 
The proposed rezoning moved forward to public notification and public hearing.  As a 
result, the City received numerous submissions in opposition, copies of which were 
transmitted to City Council by way of a memo on May 31, 2019.  A statutory public 
hearing was held on June 5, 2019 at which Council received and heard the views of the 
community about the proposed rezoning.  A report on the results of both the notification 
process and public hearing will be provided to City Council under separate cover. 
 
Council is obligated to consider the views of the community along with site suitability, 
cost implications and community benefits. If the proposed bylaw is given 3rd reading, it 
will proceed as outlined in the table below.  If the bylaw does not pass 3rd reading, the 
zoning on the site will remain R1 and BC Housing may proceed with a development 
permit application on the 2nd Street site. 
 

If the bylaw receives 3rd reading, it may proceed as follows: 
 

Date Activity 

May 21st  Council considers the zoning bylaw amendment for 1st 
and 2nd reading. 

May 22nd & May 
29th 

Notice of the zoning bylaw amendment advertised in the 
Gazette. 
Property owners within 30m of the site notified of public 
hearing. 

June 5th  Public Hearing (3pm-6pm in Council Chambers). 
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Date Activity 

June 10th  Council considers zoning bylaw amendment for 3rd 
reading (Regular Council meeting at 7pm). 

June 11th  Zoning bylaw amendment forwarded to Ministry of 
Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI) for 
approval/signature. 

June 24th Zoning bylaw amendment receives 4th and final readings. 

 
Conclusion 
In accordance with City Council’s directive to facilitate a three- or four-story supportive 
housing project specific to this site, Zoning Bylaw Amendment No. 2039-A6 (see 
Appendix “A”) was drafted and is under consideration for 3rd reading. 
 
After reviewing and considering community input (along with site suitability, cost 
implications and community benefits), Council can either give the rezoning bylaw 3rd 
reading or not.  If 3rd reading is not endorsed, the supportive housing project may 
proceed to development permit application on the 2nd Street site. 
 

Benefits or Impacts 
 

Strategic Impact 
 

 Community Engagement 

 The zoning amendment proposal and public hearing were advertised twice in the 
local paper and landowners within 30 metres of the proposal were notified. 

 Community Livability 

 The rezoning of this site to CD-2 (Comprehensive Development) will allow for 
land uses consistent with community and public benefit.  

 Economic Growth 

 The rezoning may increase the value and development potential of the site 
especially with respect to community-related development. 

 Fiscal Responsibility 

 The rezoning itself does not involve financial commitments. However, if the 
supportive housing project goes forward, Council will be committed to providing 
an estimated $500,000 toward the project. 

 This may entail bylaw amendments to the Financial Plan and other arrangements 
to secure the financial commitments agreed to between BC Housing and the 
City. 

 

Policy/Legislation 
The Local Government Act, the Official Community Plan and the Zoning Bylaw. 
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Attachments  
Appendix A:  Bylaw No. 2039-A6 (Zoning Bylaw Amendment). 
 
 

Recommendation  
THAT Council, after due consideration of community input and results of the Public 
Hearing, considers Zoning Bylaw Amendment No. 2039-A6 for third reading. 
 

Options 
1. THAT Council gives Bylaw 2039-A6 3rd reading.  
2. THAT Council does not give Bylaw 2039-A6 3rd reading. 
3. THAT Council refers the matter back to staff for further information. 
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Appendix “A” 
Zoning Bylaw Amendment No. 2039-A6 

 
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF GRAND FORKS 

 
Bylaw No. 2039-A6 

 
A Bylaw to Amend the City of Grand Forks 

Zoning Bylaw No. 2039, 2019. 
======================================================================== 
 
The Corporation of the City of Grand Forks ENACTS as follows: 
 

1. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as “Zoning Bylaw Amendment No. 2039-
A6, 2019”. 

 
2. Zoning Bylaw No. 2039 is amended as follows: 

 
a. ADD to Section 2. Definitions, under subsection 2.1, in alphabetic order, a new 

definition as follows: 
 

“Supportive Housing means housing consisting of dwellings with support 
services onsite that may or may not include collective dining facilities, laundry 
facilities, counselling, educational services, homemaking and transportation.” 

 
b. ADD to subsection 26.10, Table 2: Class of Building/Use: Required Number of 

Spaces, under Congregate care and rest homes, “and other housing with 
supportive services”. 

 
c. INSERT under Part VI Zones, a new subsection 59.4 “CD-2 (Comprehensive 

Development 2) Zone (City-Owned Lands on 70th Avenue)”, as follows: 
 

59.4 CD-2 (Comprehensive Development 2) Zone (City-Owned Lands on 70th 
Avenue) 
 
59.4.1 Every subsection in Section 59.4 refers to the CD-2 (Comprehensive 
Development) Zone. 
 
59.4.2 Location: This zone applies to Lot A, DL 380, SDYD, KAP22999; Lot B, 
DL 380, SDYD, KAP22999; Lot C, DL 380, SDYD, KAP22999; and, Lot D, DL 
380, SDYD, KAP22999 (as may or may not be consolidated). 
 
59.4.3 Intent: The intent of this zone is to allow for the development of community 
uses and a supportive housing project on lands owned by the City on 70th 
Avenue. 
 
59.4.4 The following uses and no others are permitted: 
 

(a) libraries; 
(b) museums; 
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(c) hospital, including medical clinic, dental clinic, ambulance station, rest 
home or private hospitals; 

(d) post office; 
(e) community events centre; 
(f) community use service; 
(g) open space passive recreational areas; 
(h) municipal, local government or educational buildings, day care 

centers; 
(i) senior citizen complexes, senior activity centres and congregate care 

facilities; 
(j) any building or structure operating under a private-municipal 

partnership agreement; 
(k) supportive housing developed and operated under a provincial-

municipal partnership agreement. 
 

59.4.5 Permitted accessory uses, and buildings include: 
 

(a) buildings or structures accessory to a permitted use. 
 
59.4.6 There is no minimum parcel size. 
 
59.4.7 No accessory building shall have a floor area greater than 50% of the 
principal structure. 
 
59.4.8 No building or structure shall exceed 18 metres in height, except fire 
halls. 
 
59.4.9 Except as otherwise specifically permitted in this bylaw, no building or 
structure shall be located within: 

 
(a) 6 metres of a front parcel line; 
(b) 1.5 metres of an interior side parcel line; 
(c) 3 metres of an exterior side parcel line, or 
(d) 6 metres of a rear parcel line. 

 
59.4.10 See Sections 12 to 33 of this bylaw. 

 
d. The properties legally described as Lot A, Plan KAP22999, District Lot 3080 

SDYD and Lot B, Plan KAP22999, District Lot 3080 SDYD and Lot C, 
KAP22999, District Lot 3080 SDYD and Lot D, KAP22999, District Lot 3080 
SDYD, as shown shaded in the sketch plan attached hereto as Schedule 1 are 
hereby rezoned from R1 (Single & Two Family Residential 1) to CD 2 
(Comprehensive Development 2). 
 

e. Schedule “A” Land Use Zoning Map is hereby amended accordingly. 
 
Read a FIRST time this 21st day of May, 2019. 
 
Read a SECOND time this 21st day of May, 2019. 
 
Read a THIRD time this           day of              , 2019. 
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Approved by the Ministry of Transportation 
Pursuant to Section 52 of the Transportation 
Act this        day of                               , 2019 
 
 
____________________________________ 
Approving Officer, Ministry of Transportation 
 
FINALLY ADOPTED this        day of                       , 2019. 
 
 
_______________________   _____________________________ 
Mayor Brian Taylor     Corporate Officer Daniel Drexler
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C E R T I F I C A T E 
 
I hereby certify the foregoing to be a true copy of Bylaw No. 2039-A6 as passed by the 
Council of the City of Grand Forks on the      day of                       , 2019. 
 
 
__________________________________________ 
Corporate Officer of the Corporation of the 
City of Grand Forks 
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Schedule A  Zoning Bylaw No. 2039-A6 
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Report Approval Details 

Document Title: 2019-05-10 Bylaw 2039-A6 Lots ABCD 70th Ave 3rd 

Reading.docx 

Attachments:  

Final Approval Date: Jun 4, 2019 

 

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined 

below: 

Dolores Sheets - Jun 4, 2019 - 11:43 AM 

Diane Heinrich - Jun 4, 2019 - 1:47 PM 
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Memo stÀll!*¡f,frís

To:

From:

Date:

Subject

Regular Meeting

Gorporate Services

2019-06-06

Public Hearing Regarding Bylaw 2039-46

Background

On June 5,2019, a Public Hearing was convened to allow Council to receive feedback
from residents regarding the proposed zoning amendment for lots A-D in the 2000 block
of 70th Avenue.

This report shall be kept as the public record as required by Section 465 (5) of the Local
Government Act.

The background information report prepared for Council prior to the hearing is attached
to this report as Appendix A. The background report had appendices of it's own which
have been renumbered and moved elsewhere within this summary report.

A copy of the proposed bylaw, Bylaw 2039-46, has been attached as Appendix B.

At the start of the Public Hearing, Council was advised that statutory requirements
regarding notification of the public hearing had been met with newspaper advertisements
on May 22 and 29, and notification letters sent to property owners within 30 meters of
the site. Copies of the notifications are attached as Appendix C.

There were 41 pieces of correspondence submitted before the meeting, with 33 in
opposition to the proposed amendment, 1 in favour, andT comments that were either
unclear or opposed to both the 70th Ave and 2nd St locations. Comments received before
noon were distributed to Council in advance of the meeting and are attached as
Appendix D.

Prior to the Public Hearing, a petition was delivered to the office of the Corporate Officer
and received in accordance with Section 82 of the Community Charter.

A copy of the petition, with addresses and signatures redacted, has been attached as an
appendix to this memo. Due to time constraints, Corporate Services was not able to
verify full names, residential addresses, and signatures for each petitioner in the petition
nor whether these items were correctly represented by each individual, although 5 non-
residential addresses, 2 duplicate names, and 15 names with missing or incomplete
street addresses were identified.
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Despite not having verified each individual address, the following is an estimated 
breakdown: 
Valid Signatures per Section 82 : 598 
Grand Forks (City) : 488 
Grand Forks (Area D): 74 
Christina Lake: 10 
Greenwood: 3 

The petition has been attached as Appendix E. 

All correspondence received during the course of the Public Hearing, whether submitted 
electronically or in-person, was read to Council to form part of the official record. Those 
21 written statements, along with a printed copy of one verbal statement which was 
provided for the record, form Appendix F of this report. 

22 people registered to speak before Council at the public hearing. The list of 
speakers and addresses is attached as Appendix G. Their comments are 
summarized in the Public Hearing Minutes, and listed in Appendix H. 

Table 1 summarizes the comments received before and during the Public Hearing. 

Where no clear indication was discerned regarding support or opposition specifically to 
Zoning Amendment Bylaw 2039-A6, those comments were counted as "unclear". 
Readers are encouraged to review the source documents to determine intent. 

Feedback T e In Favour 

1 

NIA 

Correspondence received during the 
hearin A endix F 
Speakers addressing the hearing 
A endix G 

1 

1 

Table 1 

Appendices: 
Appendix A - Background Information Report 
Appendix B - Proposed Bylaw 2039-A6 
Appendix C - Statutory Notifications 
Appendix D - Correspondence Received Prior to Hearing 
Appendix E - Petition 
Appendix F - Correspondence Received During Hearing 
Appendix G - List of Registered Speakers 
Appendix H -- Comments from Registered Speakers 

In O osition Unclear 

33 7 

598 N/A 

16 4 

21 

2 of 2 
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Memo rtÀl{0..tûfrr¡

To:

From:

Date:

Subject:

City Council

Development, Engineering and Planning

2019-05-31

BACKGROUND INFORMATION for Public Hearing on June 5,

2019 - Bylaw 2039-A6 Proposed Rezoning from R1 to CD-2 to
accommodate a 4-storey supportive housing project

Background
On May 21,2019, Council gave first and second reading to Bylaw 2039-46 (as amended at the
meeting to include a definition for "supportive housing"). A copy of Bylaw 2039-AO is attached in

Appendix "4" for Council's reference.

As per the statutory requirements for public hearings, a notice was advertised twice (May 22nd

and 29th, 2019) in the Grand Forks Gazette. A notification letter was also sent to property
owners within 30 metres of the site. Copies of the newspaper ads and letter to residents are
attached in Appendix "B".

Submissions Received
ln response to the notice of public hearing, the City received 22written submissions (as of May
31, 2019) respecting the proposed bylaw. All of the submissions indicate opposition to the
rezoning of the 70th Street site. Copies of these submissions are in Appendix "C".

The concerns expressed in the submissions can be grouped into reoccurring themes, which
may be summarized as follows:

Land Use Gonflict and Safety Concerns
The site is located near a major recreational area (arena, swimming pool, skateboard park
and sports fields) used by children, families and seniors. A supportive housing project
would endanger the quality of life and safety for the residents, especially the children.
The site is too close to vulnerable people staying at the Transition House and in the BC
Housing rental project currently under construction.
There is a possibility that the women and children living at the Transition House would be
fleeing abusive relationships from potential residents of the supportive housing.
Concern that the residents of the housing may have court ordered restrictions about being
near children's play areas.
Concern about the tenant screening process, as certain drugs and addictions cannot be
evaluated on site thus presenting a risk to the people in the Transition House and
apartments adjacent.
This is one of the few areas of town that are family/child friendly and introducing additional
risks to the children is not appropriate.
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Cannabis retail stores must be located 100 metres from a Community Use zone, and so

should "barrier free" facilities.
A 4-storey building at this location does not fit into the neighbourhood. The proposed height
(almost double than existing) gives rise to concerns about the form of the building.
The supportive housing project must be "Fit for Purpose" meaning it should be designed to
fit into Grand Forks from the beginning.
The project should be built on 2nd Street but preferably nowhere in the City.

Supportive housing should be located away from the downtown core.
Concern regarding parking for there is already parking congestion in the area.
The existing new housing project has impacts on the Transition House and this will result in

more impacts. The project is needed but should be located near the services it needs.

Policing Concerns
The City has major policing issues and this project will exacerbate the problem by causing
additional police call outs.
The RCMP is understaffed and doesn't have the capacity to take on more demands created
from this project.

Social lssues
The influx of additional people to Grand Forks will cause additional hardships on the
community which is already suffering and trying to recover from a devasting flood.
There are not enough support services in the community to serve potential residents of the
supportive housing facility.
The project will deter people (particularly young people) from moving to Grand Forks.

Given the negative impacts of thewarming centre, a "no barrier" approach has been proven

not to work.
There appears to be no more that 15 local homeless/addicted individuals in Grand Forks yet
this facility will have 32 units.
^-- - ---É...-;¡¡.,i¡--1,. , tl l]t ñ^^^lâ {hara ara limi{a¡| ¡naial aar ¡ncallina an¡{ mar{incl
,l-\ù cl u\Illlf tu¡il|,y Lrl vtny trvvv ygvyrs, qr9rI qrs rilrrrlgv evv¡srr vvvrrevrrrrrv srrv ¡rrvv.eu.

services. There is no transit and the police are already overstretched.
Needle use and safety for retirees are main issues.

BC Housing does not represent the Grand Forks ratepayers, while City Council does.

Concern that Council is focusing on homeless people from other locations when the flood
victims and downtown merchants need attention.

Servicing and Gost Concerns
Questions as to how the water and sewer will be funded and if these systems have the
capacity to handle the project. The capacity of the sewer system on 19th Street and 69th

Avenue needs to be resolved.
Concern regarding the use of taxpayer's money to fund this project and infrastructure
required when other developers are required to pay the full cost. $500,000 is too much for
the taxpayers to pay for this facility.
lf the project is built, existing taxpayers will leave the Community thereby reducing the tax
base.
The project will be a drain on all city services such as police, ambulance, hospital, city staff,
garbage control and safety.

Community Suggestions and Alternatives
Suggest using the site for access to the existing housing project and a playground

2ol4
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Another location would be better and priority should be given for residents of Grand Forks.

Suggest locating the project at the base of Moto, behind Motel 99 or at the old Pope &
Talbot office site, which are closer to services needed by the residents of the supportive
housing project.
There appear to be only 10 to 15 potential occupants for the proposed project and therefore
people from out of town will occupy the remainder of the 34 units, which puts additional
pressure on policing and health workers. An alternative arrangement for the existing "at risk"
people should be considered.
A comprehensive impact study should be undertaken before any decision is made, including
a time and place count of the homeless population.

More community consultation is required and the project should be located on lands already
zoned to accommodate it.

A moratorium on all provincial social services should be put in place untilthe community has
recovered from the flood, an enumeration of the homeless is conducted to determine need,

a community plan has been developed with community input, and until a suitable location for
supportive housing can be found that is supported by the community.
The rezoning is proceeding too fast without the courtesy of open meetings, questions

answered and respect.

Next Steps
Councilwill hear additional comments and receive additional written submissions at the public

hearing on June 5th, 2019 (3 to 6pm). A protocolfor conducting the public hearing has been

established as per the brochure attached in Appendix "D".

The bylaw is scheduled to be considered for 3'd reading on June 10,2019. lf the bylaw does not
receive third reading, the supportive housing project cannot proceed on this site. lt may then
proceed to development permit application on the 2nd Street site.

lf passed, the bylaw will be transmitted to the Ministry of Transportation and lnfrastructure for
approval (because the site is within 800 metres of Highway No. 3), and subsequently could be

considered for final reading on June 241h. After this, the supportive housing project could move
forward with development review and building permits. lt would be prudent to finalize the
servicing, infrastructure and cost sharing/funding arrangements prior to final reading.

Conclusion
The statutory notification requirements for the public hearing respecting Bylaw No. 2039-46
have been fulfilled. As of May 31, 2019, 22 submissions in opposition of the bylaw have been
received.

ln accordance Section 465 of the Local Government Act, "all persons who believe that their
interest in property is affected by the proposed bylaw must be afforded a reasonable opportunity
to be heard or to present written submissions respecting matters contained in the bylaw that is

the subject of the hearing". Numerous submissions have been received and Council will further
hear from the community at the public hearing on June sth, 2019. After due consideration of
community input, site suitability, cost implications and community benefits, Councilwill consider
the bylaw for 3'd reading at its regular meeting on June lOth, 2019.

3 of 4
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Appendix "A": Draft Bylaw No. 2039-46 (as amended)
Appendix "B": Copy of ads in the Grand Forks Gazette and copy of letter sent to residents
Appendix "C": Copy of written submissions received (as of May 31"1, 2019)
Appendix "D": Public Hearing Brochure
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Appendix "A"
Proposed Zoning Bylaw Amendment No. 2039-A6 (File: ZA f 904)

As amended at the Gouncil Meeting of May 21,2019

THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF GRAND FORKS

Bvlaw No. 2039'46

A Bylaw to Amend the City of Grand Forks
Zoning Bylaw No.2039, 2019.

The Corporation of the City of Grand Forks ENACTS as follows:

1. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Zoning Bylaw Amendment No. 2039-
A6,2019".

Zoning Bylaw No. 2039 is amended as follows:
a. ADD to Secfion 2. Definitions, under subsection 2.1, in alphabetic order, a new

definition as follows:

2

Amendment
at 1't & 2nd

reading

',supportive Housing means housing cansisting of dwellings with suppott
seryices onsite that may or may not include collective dining facilities, laundry
facilities, counselling, educational serwbeg homemaking and transpo¡tation."

b. ADD to subsection 26.10, Table 2: Class of Building/Use: Required
Number Of Spaces, under Congregate care and rest homes , "and Other housing

with supportive servrbes".

INSERT under Part Vl Zones, a new subsection 59.4"CD-2 (Comprehensive

Development2) Zone (City-Owned Lands on 70th Avenue)", as follows:
c.

Sg.4 CD-2 (Comprehensive Development2) Zone (City-Owned Lands on 70th Avenue)

S9.4.1 Every subsection in Section 59.4 refers to the CD-2 (Comprehensive Development)

Zone.

59.4.2 Location: This zone applies to Lot A, DL 380, SDYD, K4P22999; Lot B, DL 380, SDYD,

XAgZZSgg; Lot C, DL 380, SDYD, K4P22999; and, Lot D, DL 380, SDYD, K4P22999 (as may

or may not be consolidated).

59.4.3 lntent: The intent of this zone is to allow for the development of community uses and a

support-úe housing project on lands owned by the City on 70th Avenue,

59.4.4 The following uses and no others are permitted:

(a) libraries;
(b) museums;
(c) hospital, including medical clinic, dental clinic, ambulance station, rest

home or private hosPitals;
(d) post office;
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(e) community events centre;
(f) community use service;
(g) open space passive recreational areas;
(h) municipal, localgovernment or educational buildings, day care

centers;
(¡) senior citizen complexes, senior activity centres and congregate care

facilities;
ú) any building or structure operating under a private-municipal

partnership agreement;
(k) supportive housing developed and operated under a provincíal-

municipal partnership agreement.

59.4.5 Permitted accessory uses, and buíldings include:

(a) buildings or structures accessory to a permitted use.

59.4.6 There is no minimum parcel size.

59.4.7 No accessory building shall have a floor area greater than 5Oo/o of the principal structure

Sg.4.B No building orstructure shallexceed 18 metres in height, exceptfire halls.

Sg.4.g Except as otherwise specifically permitted in this bylaw, no building or structure shall be

located within:

(a) 6 metres of a front Parcel line;
(b) 1.5 metres of an interior side parcel line;
(c) 3 metres of an exterior side parcel line, or
(d) 6 metres of a rear Parcel line.

59.4.10 See Sections 12 to 33 of this bylaw

The properties legally described as Lot A, Plan l<AP22999, District Lot 3080
SDYD and Lot B, Plan K4P22999, District Lot 3080 SDYD and Lot C,

K4P22999, District Lot 3080 SDYD and Lot D,l<AP22999, District Lot 3080
SDYD, as shown shaded in the sketch plan attached hereto as Schedule 1 are

hereby rezoned from R1 (Single & Two Family Residential 1) to CD 2
(Comprehensive DeveloPment 2).
Schedule "A" Land Use Zoning Map is hereby amended accordingly.

Read a FIRST time this 21"1day of May, 2019'

Read a SECOND time this 21st day of May, 2019'

Read a THIRD time this daY of ,2019

Approved by the Ministry of Transportation
Pursuant to Section 52 of the Transportation
Act this day of ,2019

d

e
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I
Approving Officer, Ministry of Transportation

FINALLY ADOPTED this daY of

Mayor Brian Taylor

,2019.

Corporate Officer Daniel Drexler

)
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Schedule A Zoning Bylaw No. 2039-A6
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Settle down. 

THE CORPORATION OF THE 

CITY OF GRAND FORKS 

NOTICE OF ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 

TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to the Local Government Act, the City of Grand 
Forks is considering Bylaw No. 2039-A6 to amend the Zoning Bylaw to rezone 
property on the 2000 Block of 70th Avenue (south of Dick Bartlett Park), legally de
scribed as Lot A, B, C and D, DL 380, SDYD, Plan KAP22999, from the current R-1 
(Residential Single and Two-Family) zone to CD-2 (Comprehensive Development 
2) zone, to accommodate a 34 unit supportive housing development and other
community uses of benefit to the residents of Grand Forks.

TAKE FURTHER NOTICE THAT Council for the City of Grand Forks will hear 
any public input with respect to the above mentioned proposal at a Public Hearing 
scheduled for June 5th, 2019 at 3:00pm upstairs in Council Chamber of City Hall 
located at 7217 - 4th Street, Grand Forks, B.C. 

PROPERTY LOCATION: South side of 2000 Block of 70th Avenue (south of 

Dick Bartlett Park). 

A draft copy of Bylaw No. 2039-A6 may be inspected between the hours of 9:00 

) a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday (excluding holidays) until June 4th, 
2019 at City Hall, 7217 - 4th Street, Grand Forks, B.C. 

Appendix C - Statutory Notifications
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Legal Notices Legal Nrticcs Lc¡,ul Nottccs
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THE CORPORATION OF THE

CITY OF GRAND FORKS
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Legal Notices Legal Notices
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REQUEST FOR
PROPOSALS
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@
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Mobile Homes

& Pads

A22 WednesdaY, MoY 22, 201 I Grrnd Fork5 Garette wwwgrandforksg¿zette.ca
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7157 - 3'd Street
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Leßal Noticcs Legal Notices legal Notices
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THE CORPORATION OF THE

CITY OF GRAND FORKS

r,¡oltcl oFzoillllo ryl wAilEilDf{3NT
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THE COPORATION OF THE CITY OF GRAND FORKS
7217 -4TH STREET, BOX 220 ' GRAND FORKS, BC VOH 1HO .TELEPHONE 250-442-8266

May 22,2019

Dear Property Owner or Tenant:

Notice of Prooosed Zoninq Bvlaw Amendment fRezoninql

Property Location: South side of 2000 Block of 70th Avenue (South of Dick Bartlett Park)

Legal Description: Lot A, B, C and D, DL 380, SDYD, Plan l(AP22999
Applicant: City lnitiated (City-Owned Lands)

As you are the registered owner or occupier of property located near the property mentioned
above, please be advised that Council for the Corporation of the City of Grand Forks will

hear public input with respect to the above mentioned proposal at a Public Hearing

scheduled for Wednesday, June Sth, 2019 at 3:00 p.m., upstairs in the Council Chambers of
City Hall, located at7217 - 4th Street, Grand Forks, B.C. Please note that additional seating
will be made available.

The zoning bylaw amendment proposes to rezone the above mentioned property from R-1

(Residential Single and Two-Family) zone to CD-2 (Comprehensive Development 2) zone,

to accommodate a 34 unit supportive housing development and other community uses of
benefit to the residents of Grand Forks.

Further information with respect to the proposed zoníng bylaw amendment may be obtained
from the undersigned, at City Hall,7217 - 4th Street from Monday to Friday (excluding

weekends and holidays)from 9:00 a.rn. to 4:00 p.m. untilJune 4th, 2019.

Yours truly,

Wendy Whelen
Development, Engineering and Planning
City of Grand Forks
250-442-8266

.,/ ,t

'/ti

t$ilì{0,t0f¡¡

Attachment: Notice of Zoning Bylaw Amendment No, 2039-Ao
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Appendix D - Correspondence Received Prior to Hearing
Received May 21, 2019 

WE4 & C10 Misc. 

From: 

To: 

Subject: 

Date: 

uzanoe Eastwood 

Attn: Diane Heinrich - Please consider the children 

May 20, 2019 10:03:58 AM 

To Mayor and Council of Grand Forks, BC, 

circ: Daniel 

These are the concerns of the the Residents of the West End Neighbourhood, 19th St/70th Ave 
area. 

We would like to bring to your attention that this area of Grand Forks is a unique recreational 
jewel used by multi-generational residents of Grand Forks. On any given day you can see 
children riding their bikes to school, dog walkers of all ages, seniors from Silver Kettle and 
Parkside Villa going for walks, familes coming to play ball, soccer players, skateboarders, 
families utlizing the pool and arena and the new gymnastics club. We fear that by putting the 
newly proposed "No Barriers" facility on the 4 lots at 70th and adjacent to 19th, that you will 
be endangering the quality of life and safety for the residents and most particularly the 
children from this area. 

With the new 52 units of low-income housing (which is sure to house many new families with 
children) and the new Women's Transition house (where women and children will be fleeing 
violence and recovering from traumatic situations) it seems short-sighted to be considering the 
building of a "No Barriers" facility in such close proximity to vulnerable seniors, young 
families, and children. This is a potential disaster for the community. 

Grand Forks already has major policing issues, and we are currently struggling with the lack 
of a full police force and a rise in petty crime and drug problems. We feel like the situation 
will only become more dire as there will undoubtedly be an increase in the number of call
outs. 

We, the residents, would like to offer an alternative that will be a winning situation for all. We 
would ask you to please seriously consider taking the 4 recently purchased lots, use part of the 
land to build a road in and out of the low-income housing complex and use the remaining land 
to build a children's playground. There is no other playground within easy walking distance, it 
would be utilized by the children of the new low-income housing , the apartments on 19th St, 
The Gables and other familes recreating in the area. 

We also propose that BC Housing take a look at other options for the location of the "No 
Barriers" facility, away from residential neighbourhoods and the children and families that 
will be affected. Options could include the base of Moto or the area behind the Motel 99 or the 
area where the old Pope & Talbot office sat. These options would all be closer to the services 
that Ann Howard has said are necessary; mental health, Service BC, Dr's clinic, pharmacies, 
Soup Kitchen. If proximity to services is paramount for this project, we don't see the proposed 
70th and 19th St. site as fulfilling her mandate. There has been an argument stating that BC 
Housing refuses to look at other options, they are looking at these lots rather than 2nd St, so 
they can and should look at other sites. A comprehensive impact study on the neighbourhood 
should be conducted before any decision is made 

We believe that in the panic to remove this kind of a facility from the gateway to our city on 
2nd St, that not enough thought has been put into this proposal of 19thSt/70thA ve. To have a 
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"No Barriers" facility in such close proximity to so many familes, seniors and young children,

the arena, pool, skate park and ball parks makes no sense if we consider that children will be

playing in this area. It does make sense to spend more time determining exactly what Grand

Forks needs and where best to fulfill that need. A time and place count of our homeless
population would be a great place to start. In the meantime, \ile have the perfect area to create

a safe play space for cuffent families, new families that will be moving into the low-income
housing, children and the seniors that spend time in the area.

Again,...please consider the children when making your decision as well as the future of our

little town.

Respectfully yours,
Lizanne Eastwood
Citizens for a Better Grand Forks

¡ ¡i : Virus-free. www{avg.com

J
(
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Received May 21,2019
WE4 & C10 Misc.
circ: Daniel

To!
Cc¡

From:

Subject:

oat hq0fe

I¡fq
Briðn Tavlor; aak Ebume-Sltiodley; cåthy KÕroldk; Neil Krog; Chrls Moslln; Chrlstino Thompson; Bofl¿idh5&i
Rezoning lots on 70th Ave.

May 20, 2019 6:02:23 PMDâte:

I am writing regarding the proposed rezoning of the 4 lots on 70th Avenue. As a ratepayer in

Grand Forks I have grave concerns.

The site selected to build a facility for hard to house residents near a women and ch¡ldren's
transition house, a subsidized housing facility, a skate board park, children's play fields, swimming
pool and arena.

There is the possibility that the woman and children who live at the transition house could be
fleeing abusive relationships involving potentíal residents at the proposed hard to house facility.

Requirements for cannabis retail overlay states, no building or structure may be within 100 meters

of the nearest parcel boundary of a lot in a community use zone, yet a hard to house facility may
be built within a few meters of sports fields.

Subsídized housing is open to a range or individuals, including those most in need, such as
seniors, people with physical disabilities, single parent families with children and Aboriginal
people. These vulnerable residents could be preyed upon or put at risk by the hard to house
residents.

The issue of under-staffed RCMP is a concern. Our current officers workload is stretched to the
limit and they are not in a position to take on more policing, especially when so many of the new

housing units are for the hard to house or vulnerable individuals.

Other locations away from residential areas have been offered, why haven't they been

considered?

Who is going to pay for the development of the infrastructure for the hard to house facility. ln the
past the City water and sewer division of public works had concerns about the capacity of the
sewer system on 19th Street and 68th Avenue Has this been resolved?

As per Public Hearing (Part26, Division 1, Local Government Act)

Councilors must keep an open mind, listen to all points of view and be willing to accept a
persuasive presentation. Conflict of ínterest and bias must be avoided. Councilors must act in
good faith.

Sincerely,

Pat Henke,

Grand Forks,

B.C.

Agenda Pa1e 17 ot 5)
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Received May 21,2019
WE4 & C10 Misc.
circ: Daniel

Tol
From:

subject:
Datê:

Paul and/or Anne

Info; Brian Taylor; Zðk Ebume'Stôodley;
zlellnskie6ora0ft&¡ks.cE

Cathy Korolck; tJeil-Krog; Chris Moslln; Chrictlne lhompson;

In protest of the Re-Zoning ofthe 4 lots by 70th, as well as the building of a No Barr¡er facility within the area

May 20, 2019 9:07:54 PM

This email is being addressed to from 2 taxpayers in the region.... Anne Palmer and Paul Allan

Mayor and Council of Grand Forks, BC,

These are the concerns of the the Residents of the West End Neighbourhood, 19th SV7Oth Ave

area.

We would like to bring to your attention that this area of Grand Forks is a unique recreationaljewel

used by multi-generational residents of Grand Forks. On any given day you can see children

riding their bikes to school, dog walkers of all ages, seniors from Silver Kettle and Parkside Villa

going tor walks, families coming to play ball, soccer players, skateboarders, families utilizing the

pool and arena and the new gymnastics club. We fear that by putting the newly proposed "No

Barriers" facility on the 4 lots at 70th and adjacent to 19th, that you will be endangering the quality

of life and safety for the residents and most particularly the children from this area.

With the new 52 units of low-income housing (which is sure to house many new families with

children) and the new Women's Transition house (where women and children will be fleeing

vioienee and recovering from traumatic situations) it seems short-sighted to be ccnsidering the

building of a "No Barriers" facility in such close proximity to vulnerable seniors, young families,

and children. This is a potential disaster for the community.

Grand Forks already has major policing issues, and we are currently struggling with the lack of a

full police force and a rise in petty crime and drug problems. We feel like the situation will only

become more dire as there will undoubtedly be an increase in the number of call-outs.

We, the residents, would like to offer an alternative that will be a winning situation for all. We

land to build a road in and out of the low-income housing complex and use the remaining land to

build a children's playground. There is no other playground within easy walking distance, it wouid

be u¡lized by the children of the new low-income housing , the apartments on 19th St, The Gables

and other families recreating in the area.

We also propose that BC Housing take a look at other options for the location of the "No Barriers"

facility, away from residential neighbourhoods and the children and families that will be affected.

Options could include the base of Moto or the area where the old Pope & Talbot office sat. These

options would all be closer to the services that Ann Howard has said are necessary; mental

health, Service BC, Dr's clinic, pharmacies, Soup Kitchen. lf proximity to services is paramount for

this project, we don't see the proposed 70th and 19th St. site as fulfilling her mandate. There has

been an argument stating that BC Housing refuses to look at other options, they are looking at

these lots rather than 2nd St, so they can and should look at other sites. A comprehensive irnpact

study on the neighbourhood should be conducted before any decision is made

We believe that in the panic to remove this kind of a facility from the gateway to our city on 2nd St,

that not enough thought has been put into this proposal of 19thSU7OthAve. To have a "No

Barriers" facility in such close proximity to so many families, seniors and young children, the

arena, pool, skate park and ballparks makes no sense if we consider that children will be playing

in this area. lt does make sense to spend more time determining exactly what Grand Forks needs

and where best to fulfill that need. A time and place count of our homeless population would be a

great place to start. ln the meantime, we have the perfect area to create a safe play space for

õurrent families, new families that will be moving into the low-income housing, children and the

seniors that spend time in the area.
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Again, please consider the children when making your decision as well as the future
of our little town.

Sincerely,
Anne Palmer
PaulAllan
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Received May 22,2019
C10 Misc.

Tô:
From: Al & loan

rêltood¡€v@oràndforks.cå;
btåhrûrôoråndtorks.ca

d(oroiok6orandfoils.ça; N€ll Kroo; Ch¡fs Moslln; Chrlstlne Thompron; Rod zlellnckl;

Subject: Proposed rezoning for Hard to House at 70th street

Mayor and council, I would like to take this opportunity to advise you of my serious concerns

regarding the above proposal, I have over 30 years of policing experience some of which was in this

community. I find it unbelievable that consideration is being given to place hard to house residents

along side of a woman's shelter. Placement of these two services in this close of proximiLy must lead

to grave concerns for the safety those in the women's shelter. These victims have already been

severely traumatized and should not be subjected to the potential for further abuse.

ln addition the proposed area is adjacentto public area containing balldiamond which are used by

theyouthandadultsofthiscommunity. Iheissuesandproblemsthatareknowntobeassociated

withtheHardtoHousewouldleadtoserioushealthandsafetyrisksfortheseindividuals. ln

addition theyouth skate board park and our pool and arena are also in this immediate area.

Tlle Low Cost Housìng project is also being constructed at this timc in this same area' These

residents by the vary nature of the conditions of occupation will be seniors and the more

vulnerable. lt would therefore be very inappropriate to add further risk to these residents by placing

a Hard to House project adjacent,

I understand that originally this residence was to be placed downtown however the citizens in that

area raised theirconcerns and opposition which you have accepted and now are using our l-axpäyer

money to fund the development of a residential area which does not suit the needs of the area of

community as a whole. Why should we the taxpayer use our funds to develop the infrastructure

held responsible for all costs.

you have promised communityconsultation priorto any decision and lwould requestthatyou

follow through with your promise. Why do we not consider other properties that already have

approved zoning for this Project.

As per our Community Charter I would ask that each of you examine your position of this and ask

"Am I truly looking at this with a open mind to community concerns being presented"

Thank You for consideration,

Citizens for a better Grand Forks

Al and Joan Olsen

+
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May2O,2Ot9

Mayor and Council,

This is the first time I have ever felt compelled to write to any council regarding action they are

proposlng to take. Like many, many others in our community I have strong reservations about the re-

zoning of the four lots on 70th Avenue for a hard to house/supportive housing facility. There are no

'good' locations for such a proiect, but there are better options than 70th Avenue.

The fact is that this would be within a very short distance of a women's transit¡on house, new low-

income housing, the recreation centre and adjacent playing fields used extensively by children of all

ages. The nearby skateboard park is busy every day and most of the children are playing without adult

supervision. lt would be naiVe to believe they will never be approached by any of the supportive

housing residents or drug dealers who prey on the addicted and children. How are the new residents of

the apartment building and town houses (who we are told will be mostly single parent families with

children, seniors, persons with disabilities and Aboriginal people) going to feel when they realise there is

a no barrier addiction/homeless shelter in their backyard? The City has partnered with BCH and has a

responsibility to make their new living accommodation a safe place and, frankly, an addiction/homeless

shelter does not fit that description. Allthe assurances in the world will not make people feel safe.

BC Housing has assisted the area in building the above housing, but it is a step too farto put an

addiction/homeless shelter on the same lot. We have been led to believe that BC Housing is very

determ¡ned to get this re-zoning approved and the public feels they are being bull dozed by them.

However, it is you, the Mayor and Council, who have the final say. You are representing the community

and I have no doubt you have heard loud and clear (the public certainly has)that this location is

absolutely the wrong place for such a facility. Additionally, we understand a new zone definition has

been introduced as the current ones do not cover this proposed facility. We are also told the

application asks that the building height l¡mit be 60 feet, that is almost double the current limit. What

form and type does that follow?

At a recent meeting we were advised that there are no more than fifteen local homeless/addicted

individuals, yet this facility will have about 32 units, Nearly two-thirds of our local homeless say they will

not live at the new facility. lf BCH brings in homeless/addicted individuals from elsewhere how can they

be sure they will adapt to a very rural community of 4000 with limited social, counselling and medical

services as well as no transit whatsoever? Our police force is understrength and overstretched, our local

medical services can barely service the current population.

My questions to you are:

- ln view of the proposed location what assurances can you give that BCH has researched the

backgrounds of these individuals regarding any court ordered restrictions regarding being near

children's playgrounds etc.?

- lf the individuals are local, do they have connections to the women and children in the adjacent

Transition House, all of whom are extremely vulnerable?

- Whyisthisre-zoningbeingsorushed? ltisahugechangefortheresidentsintheareaandthey
are deserving of the courtesy of open meetings, questions answered and respect.

Received May 22,2019
C10 Misc.
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- Who is going to pay for the facility infrastructure and constructíon of 70th Avenue? When other

developers have wanted to build on the four lots, they have been quoted fees that make any

development prohibitive. They have been also advised that 70th Avenue has to be constructed

right through to the Gables. Will BCH be picking up these costs?

Unfortunately, there has been a lot of misinformation, rumours and apparently untruths told about

these new builds. Council may have been discussing the matter tor some t¡me, but as many of the

meetings are ln Camera, even the most ardent follower of Council proceedings is in the dark.

I would urge you to consider turning down this rezoning application or, at the very least, Put it in

abeyance for some time so that a rat¡onal, non-emotional and fully informed discussion can take place

between Council and the GF ratepayers. Nobody questioned the need forthe Transition House or

low-income housíng, but a hard to house/supportive housing facility is another matter. lf this is built,

the location is key to its' acceptance in the community.

BC Housing does not represent the GF ratepayers and once the facilities are built and passed on to a

non-profit or other organization to operate, they basically have no interest in the outcome. While BCH

will claim this is untrue, anecdotal evidence strongly supports this supposition.

As I mentioned earlier, you are the final arbiters of this re-zoning application and I strongly encourage

you to turn it down. lt is the wrong facility in the wrong place. Piease represent the ratepayers of

Grand Forks and not BCH.

Sincerely,

Gillian James
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Received May 23,2019
C10 Misc.
circ: Wendy

Tot
Frcm:

Subj€ctl
Date:

Sharon

&fg; Efiê[:ËUlAt 4AK.Êþumâ-Stoodley; cathv Konfêk: Neil Krog; Chris Moslin; Cfui¡tiÂElbÊmlsQ$ Bod
zellnskl
2nd Sfeet Housing

May 22,20L9 8:03:26 PM

We should not be providing support for anyone who refuses treatment for drug or alcohol addictions. As thrs is

enabling their bad decisions.

I would rather see supportive housing away from the downtown core.

I do not currently feel safe shopping downtown due to all the drug issues, thefr, & homeless and the 2nd street

project will only make this worse.

As a girl I grew up here. I felt safe. I would go for walks alone. I never had an incident.

I encouraged my daughter and her famity to relocate to Grand Forks. She moved here along with hel husband and

three daughters.

My granddaughter (t0 years old) was walking home from Pertey School and a man "Ian" ran out ofthe bushes and

chased her on the TransCanada trail.

She'will no longer go for walks and is suffeting from PTSD, due to the above event.

Another family member was at Gyro park with her 4 year old daughter. When a drunk man exposed his penis to

them.

I do not feel safe living in Grand Forks'

Please, housing or no housing, keep the people safe and do not encourage or enable theft and drug use in our town.

Sharon Savitskoff
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May 23,2019
WE4 & C10 Misc
circ: Wendy

FÍoml
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard a såndIa.MaÌhÊrs

Infq
New Contact Form submission from Richard & Sandra Mathers

May 23, 2019 12:02:25PM

Your Name

Richard & Sandra Mathers

Subject

Proposed Homeless Shelter (located on 70th Ave.)

Your Message

Mayor Taylor and Council

After attending the council meeting of May 21, 20'19, we are shocked at the direction the Mayor & Council

have taken concerning the location of the proposed homeless shelter on 70th Ave. adjacent to the city's

center of Rec. Facilit¡es. There could not be a worse location. ln fact, this city should not have such

lodging at all. Why are you focussing on homeless people from other locat¡ons in B.C. when our own

citizens need your attent¡on. Have you forgotten the flood victims and downtown merchants of last

springs flood?

lf the city's intention is to house homeless from outside our community, consider this. A drain on our

human resources such as: policing, ambulance service, hospital due to drug ODs, city manpowerwho

are constantly cleaning up the mess that is left by those homeless that will choose not to stay in such a

facility, the waste of our beautiful recreat¡onal spaces due to discarded needles garbage and just the

presence of these people is scary for anyone with children. I em not saying all homeless people are bad

in the way I have described but don't be fooled, there will be crime and general problems the likes of

which this city has never seen norwill be able to handle. lt is your task to convince BC Housing, this is

not the city for a homeless shelter. WE will stand behind you.

There are other aspects of a homeless shelter on 70th Ave, to consider. Consider the trickle down effect

of current residents teaving the community. This ¡s aheady happening in Brycen Place and soon to be in

Selkirk Place. Can this city afford to lose it's tax base? We feel our taxes should be used firstly for our

own.

I could go on but will not and just leave you with some f¡nal thoughts. Sandra and I were born in Grand

Forks and have planned to spend our lives here. Should the homeless center be built on 70th Ave., we

will reconsider, BC Housing has the option of building this facility on 2nd st. lf it has to be built, let it be

there. lt should not be near a residentlal are. What were you thinking? Squash this now. No homeless

housing in Grand Forks anywhere.

Respectfully
Richard & Sandra Mathers
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Received \Aay 24,2019
WE4 & C10 Misc.
circ: Wendy

22May 2019

To the Mayor and Council members of Grand Forks City Hall

I have spent considerable time trying to understand why reasonably intelligent
people would even remotely consider allowing a facility that accommodates o'hard

to house" individuals to be built in a residential neighbourhood. These individuals
have a range of addiction issues that makes them subject to unstable and

dangerous activities and should not be living in a residential neighbourhood. The

installation of this facility in the closc proximity of the children's skate park, the

aquatic centre, multiple ball parks and the Silver Kettle senior's facility defìes all
logic.

The supporters of this project will say that all residents in the supportive housing

facility will be screened and only those who want help will be accepted. This is an

outright lie as there is no screening process available that can accurately evaluate

addicts of certain drugs. It is impossible for you or anyone to be able to identify
the mental stability or drug induced outbursts these individuals will be capable of.

If you think- yor-r know, you a.re lying to yourselves and the citizens of Grand

Forks. If you allow this "no barricr /low-barrier" facility to exist in the same area

as the Women's Safe Transition House and the ne\¡/ apartments for low income

families you must realize that you will be exposing all of them to the centre of the

drug culture. Drug dealers tbllow drug addicts.

I will not argue that a properly managed and staffed facilþ is needed for those in
Grand Forks who are

of properly
and alcohol addiction. They need the support

waffn ISa

only extending their agony.

This development reminds me of an old engineering phrase that was taught to me

many yeafs ago, "Fit for Purpose". This supportive housing project must be "Fit
for Purpose" for Grand Forks and all the residents of Grand Forks. Failure to get

this right at the beginning will result in a destructive issue that may never be

resolved and it could have unimaginable negative impacts of Grand Forks and the

people who love to call it home.

All I can do is ask that each and every one of you put egos and political affiliations
aside and vote on the re-zoning issue with the best interest for Grand Forks and its

citizens.

I have confidence that you will make the right decision.

Thank you

Lennard G. Keith

Grand Forks, BC
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Received iflay 24,2019
WE4 & C10 Misc.
circ: Wendy

Ftom!
SubJect:
Dåte:

r¿åve Sqyftskpff

No baniers housing on 70th St

May 24,2AL9 10;59:50 AM

I would like to voice my concerns over the proposed location of the no barriers housing
project on 70th St.

I am not unsympathetic to the need for this type of housing, however I do feel that the location
proposed has not been very well thought out.

As a father of a 4 year old there are not very many locations in Grand Forks that are

child/family friendly. These limited locations include the skate parVarenalaquatic center, the

schools and city park. Putting the new housing near one of the few family friendly locations

in town seems short sighted.

This will effect every parent in town, every school regularly takes the kids to that area tbr
skating or swimming. I dread what might happen as my son will be going to Kindergarten
next year and will be a part of these trips. If this sounds melodramatic, please be aware in my
family I've had two nieces abeady affected by this. One of the homeless exposed himself to
one of my nieces, a four year old girl and another one chased my other niece, a teenage girl,
down the trans Canada trail to the point she's scared to be walk alone. Although we'd all like
to see them fix their lives, in the current state they are a threat to our kids and location ofthe
facility needs to be carefully considered.

This isn't even touching on the fact that you are putting a facility close to the women's shelter.

A place where many of the residents are going to escape violence and drugs. Something that

would now be in close proximity to them.

I hope you seriously reconsider the location you are proposing and realize what you are

potentially doing to the families in this community and the women in the shelter

Sincerely yous,
Dave Savitskoff
A concerned parent.
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Received May 29,2019
WE4 & C10 Misc.
circ: Wendy

May 2I,2019

City of Grand Forks, Mayor and Council

I am writing with a few of many concerns I have regarding the re-zoning of the 4 lots on

70'h Avenue for a facility for the hard to house-

The safety of those in the subsidized housing, woman and children in the transition

house, children in the adjacent play fields as well as skate board park, pool, arena and

curling rink. TheY are all at risk.

Cannabis Retail Overlay; 100m from the nearest parcel boundary of a lot in a

CommunitSr Use Zone. Yet you are proposing to re-zone 70'h Avenue lots to house a

no barrier facility.

You are accommodating BCH not the citizens of Grand Forks.

Councillors musr keep an open mind, listen to all points of view and be willing to accePt

a persuasive presentation. Conflict of interest and bias must be avoided' Councillors

Are you going to represent the ratepayers of the City of Grand Forks?

This will effect atl of us. You have the final say.

J cu,,,r[r..\ r {rc5 ft5ø'
Pamela Macgregor
Citizens For A Better Grand Forks
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From¡
Toi
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Macgregor

Chrlstine Jhompron; Cathv Korolek; Neil Kroo; Bodl¡elilski; chris Moslin; zak Eburne.Stoodley; Info
Electíon platforms

May 26,2o19 12:53:51 PM

Make your counc¡lors accountable as this is what they had to say
when they asked for our votes....

Zak Eburne-Stoodley

",.. Asking Grand Forks residents to support him in his dream of helping lpad this beautiful
city into the future

"This is a gem among communities," he said. "l can't imagine living anywhere else. With your

help, I will be a fresh voice on city council. I will work hard for you and make sure your voice
is heard."

We need to make Grand Forks affordable, efficientn and safe,

Cathy Korolek

I am also liaison to the Downtown Business Association

lleftthe bankto start my business, Heart n'Sole Quilts, which I broughtwith me. Eighteen
years of meeting and sharing my passion of quilting

Our businesses need our support to reopen and thrive

NeilKrog

Although we appreciate the willingness to invest, we need a made in Grand Forks solution not
a cookie cutter deslgned for a blgger city.

We need to get everyone that was flooded out of their home, the owners, landlords, and

renters back into housing before we wofry aboulany proiect not specifically designed for
them.

Chris Moslin

There are three critical tasks that the next council must complete:

The first task is to install the dikes, rip rap and berms necessary to reduce the flooding risk.

The second task the provincial government has given us is to create supportivé and low rent
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hous¡ng. This hous¡ng must 'f¡t'our community or ¡t won't be sustaineblÉ.

The third task is to re-imagine our heritage downtown core to delight our visitors and to show

boat our communitY culture.

Christine ThomPson

"... ¡s óur oppoftun¡tl to comê together ãs a commuñ¡ty to support Qne another and to
rebuild an inviting place for people to move to. or to vlsit.

I assure you that if elected, I will contlnue to be fiscally responsible with your tax dollars as

I have been ¡n the prêv¡ous four yeârs. I will not mãke promises thet I cânnot keep-

Rod Zielinski

Dealing with our lack of housing will be an issue that council will have to understand fully to

move fãrward with any lone term development that fits the community. Çouncil must hear

thÊ communitfs thoughts and feelings on our present situatlon, proposed flood recovery

plans and path to the future. lt ¡s with a community involved planning process that we can

create a c¡ty whh a future for all residents now and for many generallons to come.
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May 20,2019

Mayor and Council,

This will be the first time i have writ¡en to Council. I have not always felt the same as council on past

decisions but thought Council went into the process with an open mind and was doing what was best

for rhe city and rate payers. This letter is to do with the 70'h Ave. Rezoning of the 4 lots

so B.C. Housing will be able to construct a 32 unit hard to house supportive housing facility. I do not

believe there is any good location in Grand Forks for such a facility. But as many have pointed out to

you their safety concãrns which are first and paramount for our community of the 70'h ave site. I am

also concerned of the message this council is sending to the rate payers and to people looking to move

into Grand Forks.

To change zoning from R1 to CU and say putting a hard to house supportive housing project on this

properry is good for the city ( which means you think is good for the rate payers) makes no sense what

so ever. At this time a person wanting to put a Cannabis store in G. F. must be 100 meters from CU

zoned property this is, I believe, is to protect our children. Yet this council wants to allow hard drug

use in a building on CU zoned property and next to CU zoned children's playing fields , skate board

park, swimming pool , arena, That is not protecting our children.

Zoningbylaws and city plans are a way to help people moving into an area decide on where in the

community rhey want to buy or build and to help protecf the rate payers way of life and investments. .

By changing zoning on the 4 lots on 70'h Ave. you are going against the very nature of the zoning

bylaw.

To also change the height restriction in CU is totally against our city plan and what our city has been

working for . To put a 4 story buildin!,, the most above ground floors of any building that will be in

Grand Forks, into this area, and on CU zoned property just does not fit.

If you go ahead with the rezoning change you are not helping to bring in new people to this

community you are chasing people out-

It is also a rumour that city staff are not in favour of this site, So to change 70'h Ave. zoning and allow

this project ro be buik, is a knee jerk reaction that is politically motivated and not a decision that is

good for the city.

Neil Macgregor
Citizens For A Better Grand Forks

Received May 29,2A19
WE4 & C10 Misc.
circ: Wendy
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Received May 29,2019
WE4 & C10 Misc.
circ: Wendy

May 26,2OL9

The Honourable, Selina Robinson

Minister of Housing

Room 310 Parliament Buildings,

Victoria, BC

V8V 1X4

Via: Emai I MAH.Minister@gov.bc.ca

Dear Minister Robinson

Re: Supportive Housing in Grand Forks BC

I am wr¡t¡ng to implore you to help our City st¡ll trying to recover from the devastating flood 2018 but

which is being torn apart by the actions and strong- arm tactics of BC Housing' Our Council's focus

should be on the recovery and infrastructure rebuild ofGrand Forks, instead they have had to turn their

attention on the supportive houslng lssue and the concerns voiced by most residents in the City of

Grand Forks and the bullying of BC Housing.

We are currently in a fight for the survival of Grand Forks. We have a population of 4000 people with

little job development for those in search of employment to meet the current level of income to pay

deal with the constantly rising costs to cover basic necessities. The influx of people being sent to Grand

Forks to fill the low income and supportive housing accclmmodations will only cause further hardship on

people already
of no barrier su

funded by BCH

residing in Grand Forks. We are being inundated with social support services in the way

pport¡ve housing with units that far exceeds our current need, a shelter that is being

and must be run as a no barrier, anything goes facility and a soup kitchen which has a

for being the source of bringing undesirables to our area. We have a police force that is

undermanned, 10 to 15 prolific thieves who are labeled homeless and who suffer from
seriously
drug addiction

and mental health issues, and little to no support services, rehabilitation or programs to offerto these

people. lt has been confirmed that of the 10 prolifics that stay at the Warming Centre/Shelter, a

number will not seek accommodations at the supportive Housing facility

As our downtown core is still attempting to recover from the flooding which took place last year, the

federal government has rejected Grand Fork's bid for an infrastructure upgrade grant. That means we

wi1 not see dikes, ditches, drainage, sewer back flow prevention etc., so our City is likely to flood again.

Business owners have just been given the news that the Red Cross has denied their applications for

flood relief funds which they were promised at the stert of the recovery process. Before the flooding

and when the shelter and soup kitchen were located in the downtown erea, our business owners had

to deal with vagrancy, drug paraphernalia, thefts and feces by those who were drawn to our City

because word was they could get food and shelter at these no rules establishments'

When the Citizens were told that BC Housing bought, under a numbered compeny, land that is located

at the east entrance to our downtown area, they rallied around our business owners and signed a

petit¡on against this facility which was presented to our MLA, Linda Larson. We were then informed,

after the fact, that the Whispers of Hope soup kitchen was going to open at the opposite end of our

downtown core which is the gateway to our municipal campground and proximity to our children's

water park. The warming Centre is attempting, with funding and support from BC Housing and under
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the umbrella of Whispers of Hope, is attempting to lease a recently closed store as their permanent

shelter. This is on another corner to the entrance of our downtown core.

Our City Council has been working overtime with BCH to try and find an alternative location better

suited for the fac¡lity but were rejected at every turn until the City owned land next to the low-income

housing facility being built by BCH was offered. They are currently in negotiations regarding this site but

it comes w¡h its own set of issues and the area that is now being proposed is in a residential area, which

also is home to the low income housíng currently being built by BCH, the women's shelter, skate park

and recreational facilities. The community was misled to believe that these low-income housing units

were going to be offered to those who were affected by the flood. We have since learned that this is not

the case. They will be offered to those who qualify from Prince George to Creston.

Our police force is seriously undermanned for the issues which are now plaguing our City. We are an 11-

member detachment with, at last notification, only 4 active members now. The RCMP are having to

attend at the Shelter several times a day daily, Where we once felt safe in our homes, we no longer have

that sense of security due to the addicted standing at our door staring at us while we were sleeping, a

recent violent home invasion, thefts, assaults on our townspeople. w must worry about who's on the

other side of the door as a resident was assaulted in a home invasion. The Warmíng Centre has open

drug use and deals happening in plain sight while the residents deal with the comings and goings of the

drug addicted night and day, they harbor criminals and allow stolen property to be stored at their

facility. The residents also deal with threats of violence and intimidation from the clientele of the

Warming Centre because of their report¡ng issues to the proper authorities. They have admitted that

there are only 10 to L5 occupants who use the shelter and will be offered the rooms being built for the

supportive housing facility, yet we are gett¡ng 34 units. This means we will be getting the hard to house

from other commun¡ties which will put additional pressure on our RCMP, health and welfare workers, of

which we are seriously lacking.

Grand Forks needs a chance to breath. We are at the breaking point for our survival. Where, one year

ago, we were all brought together es one in our fight to save our community, our neighbourhoods, our

neighbours, we are now being pitted against each other as to who is better suited to have the

unenviable privilege to have the no barrier housing facility in their neighbourhood. There are threats of

vigilantism and civil disobedience.

ln concluding, I would like to say that l, and many other Grand Forks citizens believe that you and your

colleagues, as elected officials and/or public servants, with the power to make and reverse decisions,

hold the fate of ou r comrnunity in your hands. We therefore beseech you to immediately impose a

morator¡urn on all social support services under the auspices of the Province that have been planned for

Grand Forks, until such time as: 1) our community has substantially recovered from the flood; 2) an

enumeration of the homeless (sheltered and unsheltered) has been conducted demonstrating a need

for housingforthe hard to house;3) a coherent and well-defined overall community plan has been

developed taking into account other established and planned social support services in our community,

and this plan has been communicated to the c¡t¡zens of Grand Forks; and 4) a location that would be

amenable to all stakeholders is found (should it be determined that the benefit of a low-barrier housing

facility would outweigh any inherent risks to the community at large.
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I would like to thank you for the t¡me you have taken to read this letter and for the consideration of the

contents herein. I look forward to your reply'

Respectfully,

Dianna Darling

Citizen for a Better Grand Forks

ccc: Premier John Horgan, Premier@gov.bc.ca

Andrew Wilkinson, Leader of the Opposition, andrew'wilkinson.MLA@leg'bc.ca

Dr. Andrew Weaver, Green Party Leader, andrew.weaver.MLA@leg'bc.ca

Shayne Ramsay, CEO, BC Housing, bchceo@bchousing.org

Ann Howard, Regional D¡rector, BC Housing, interiorregion@bchousing.org

Lin da La rse n, MLA, Gra nd Forks, Lin da. la rson, MLA@ leg. bc.ca

-^.---a -^ -MP Richa rcl ca n n ing, r¡chard.ea R il i¡lg@ pa rl'gc.ca

Globa I BC News, ViewerContactBC@globalnews'ca, tips@GlobalTVBC.com

Global Okanagan, ViewerContactOkanagan@globalnews.ca, okanagan@globalnews.ca

Casta net. net, news@ castanet. net

Gra n ds Forks Gazeüe, jense n.edwa rds@grandforksgazette,ca

Chris Walker, daybreakkelowna@cbc.ca

City of Grand Forks, info@grandforks.ca, btaylor@grandforks.ca, zestoodley@grandforks.ca,

ckorolek@grandforks.ca, nkrog@grandforks.ca, cmoslin@grandforks.ca, cthompson@grandforks.ca,

rzielinski@ gra ndforks.ca
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Received May 29,2019
WE4 & C10 Misc.
circ: Wendy

To:
From:

Subject:
Date:

Vicki Tyler

lnfs
Fwd: Hard to house Project Proposal
May 26, 2019 8:53:05 PM

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: VickiTyler
Date: May 20,2019 at20:32:14 PDT
To: zestoodley@grandforks.ca, ckorOlek@grandforks.ca, nkrog@grandforks.ca,

crno$lin@grandforks.ca, cthompson@grandforks.ca, lzielinski@grandforks.ca,
btax lor@grand forks.ca
Subject: Hard to house project proposal

I am writing regarding the proposed rezoning of the 4 lots on TOth Avenue. As a ratepayer in

Grand Forks I have grave concerns.
The site selected to build a facility for hard to house residents near a women and

children's transition house, a subsidized housing facility, a skate board park, children's
play fields, swimming pool and arena.
There is the possibility that the woman and children who live at the transition house could

be fleeing abusive relationships involving potential residents at the proposed hard to house

facility.
Requirements for cannabis retail overlay states, no building or structure may be within 100

meters of the nearest parcel boundary of a lot in a community use zone, yet a hard to

house facility may be built within a few meters of sports fields.

Subsidized housing is open to a range or índividuals, including those most in need, such

as seniors, people with physical disabilities, single parent families with children and

Aboriginal people. These vulnerable residents could be preyed upon or put at risk by the

hard to house residents.
The issue of under-staffed RCMP is a concem. Our current officers workload is stretched

to the limit and they are not in a position to take on more policing, especially when so many

of the new housing units are for the hard to house or vulnerable individuals.

Other locations away from residential areas have been offered, why haven't they been

considered?
Who is going to pay for the development of the infrastructure for the hard to house facility.

ln the past the City water and sewer division of public works had concerns about the

capacity of the sewer system on lgth Street and 68lh Avenue Has this been resolved?

As per Public Hearing (Part 26, Division 1, Local Government Act)

Councilors must keep an open mind, listen to all points of view and be willing to accept e

persuasive presentation. Conflict of interest and bias must be avoided. Councilors must act

in good faith.

Citizens for a better Grand Forks
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Received May 29,2019
WE4 & C10 Misc.
circ: Wendy

From¡
To:
SubJ€ct!
Date:

diane olllet
diane oillet
Supportlve Housing in Grand Forks, B' C.

May 27, 20t9 7t47:34 PM

re; Supportive Housing in Grand Forks, BC

Many citizens from Grand Forks, BC have recently been sending you letters
opposing the low-barr¡er housing slated for either 2nd Street/Highway #3
or 70th Avenue. Many of the letters have made excellent points for their
opposition so I won't repeat what you have already read (although I agree
100o/o with the letters).
Instead, I will write to you as a grandmother who has 4 grandchildren in

different parts of BC. Since moving to Grand Forks over 20 years ago I
have watched the deterioration of this srnall ínterior city of 4000. It
went from a vital and industrious city to one struggling first of all with
the 2018 flood which is still impacting the area, to an increasing
population of homeless and drug addicts which has led to vandalism,
defecation in the downtown area, assault on its citizens, needles in our
nerke and business establishments, tent eities near the downtown core,
lJvr r\r vrrv vvvrr

and visible overdoses where young children are exposed '

I had at one time hoped that my family could move here where the
climate, friendliness and many youth activities would benefit thelr
lifestyle. Now, however, I would not even try to encourage them to come
here. Besides the conditions mentioned above, there is the diminishing

under-staffing of RCMP, lack of jobs, and closures of downtown
businesses, all of which is not amendable to uprooting themselves to
come here. And that truly saddens me both as a grandmother and as a

citizen of this fair city which needs a younger population to revitalize it.
To build low-barrier/wet facility homes will impact the areas negatively
as outlined in many letters send to you.
I encourage you to reconsider your decision to build the low-barrier
housing until a proper study has been made, impose a moratorium on all
social support services under the auspices of the Province that have been
planned for Grand Forks, until such time as: 1) our community has
substantially recovered from the flood; 2) an enumeration of the homeless
(sheltered and unsheltered) has been conducted demonstrating a need for
housing for the hard to house; 3) a coherent and well-defined overall
community plan has been developed taking into account other established
and planned social support services in our community, and this plan has
been communicated to the citizens of Grand Forks; and 4) a location that
would be amenable to all stakeholders is found (should it be determined
that the benefit of a low-barrier housing facility would outweigh any
inherent risks to the community at large).

Asenda eay{a 
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In summation, I am 100o/o against low-barrier housing in either 2nd
Street or 70th Avenue locations.

Sincerely, Diane Pillet Grand Forks, BC
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Received May 30, 2019
WE4 & C10 Misc.
circ: Wendy

Froml
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

PreiÍier@oóv.bc.6; ¡ndrew.wçavgl.lfLÂtôleç.bççã; l[ndå.larsgr.MLA(âleo.bc.q4; katrine.mntty.Ml+d6leo.bc.ca;
däv¡d.ebv.Ml ôleç,bc.câ; dchîlr.cannlng60i¡rr-gç.ca; JUdn¡gCe¡¡r@p¡¡LCÄg¡; jgngveâ^dud0É@påfLf¡g,Ce;

Iniþ; Briôn Tavlor; Zåk Ebuma.Stoôdley; Cathv Korolek; Neif Krog; CbrisJgoslin; glìdsdne Thomsson; ßofl
Zielinski; bchceoôbchouslno.org; hlSdgæCl0Â@fubeüS¡¡&¡¡g; ViewerConbctBCôolobalnews.ca;
tíosôglobälhrüc.óm; VlËw€rconla60k¿naqanôoloþatne'lfs.câ; okanaaanôglobalneqn.ca; ne1¡/sQcastanet.neti

@;dayÞæ¡lLdø¡¿@Elr¡¡

Valerv Rooers

MÁH.M¡ntster60ot .b¿ca

Supportive Housing in Grand Forks, B.C.

May 29, 2019 5:20:34 PM

May 30, 2019

The Honourable, Selina Robinson Minister of Housing
Room 310 Parliament Buildings, Vlctoria, BC V8V 1X4

Via: Email MAH.Minisler@gov.bc.ca

Dear Minister Robinson:

Re: Supportive Housing in Grand Forks BC

I am writing to implore you to help our City still trying to recover from the devastating flood of 2018

but which is being torn apart by the actions and strong- arm tactics of BC Housing. Our Council's
focus should be on the recovery and infrastructure rebuild of Grand Forks but instead have had to

concentrate their attention to the supportive housing issue and the concerns voiced by most
residents in the City of Grand Forks and the bullying of BG Housing.

We are currently in a fight for the survival of Grand Forks. We have a population of 4000 people

with little job development for those in search of employment to meet the current level of income

to deal with the constantly rising costs to cover basic necessities. The influx of people that will be

sent to Grand Forks to fill the low income and supportive housing accommodations will only Gause

further hardship on people already residing in Grand Fork to find adequate employment. We are

being inundated with social support services in the way of no barrier supportive housing with units

that far exceeds our current need, a shelter that is being funded by BCH which houses 10 to 15

has a record of attracting and allowing an anything goes clientele. They do not and will not take
responsibility for being the source of bringing undesirables to our area. We have a police force

that is seriously undermanned for the needs of the City, 10 or so prolific thieves from the Grand

Forks area who are labeled homeless and who suffer from drug addíction and mental health

issues, and little to no support services, rehabilitation or other programs to offer to these people. lt
has been confirmed that of the '10 prolific's that stay at the Warming Centre/Shelter, a number will

not seek accommodations at the Supportive Housing facility

As our downtown core is still attempting to recover from the flooding which took place last year,

the Federal Government has rejected Grand Fork's bid for an infrastructure upgrade grant. That

means we will not see dikes, ditches, drainage, sewer back flow prevention etc., so our City is

likely to flood again. Business owners have just been given the news that the Red Cross has

denied their applications for flood relief funds which they were promised at the start of the

recovery process. Before the flooding and when the shelter and soup kitchen were located in the

downtown area, our business owners had to dealwith vagrancy, drug paraphernalia, thefts and

fecal matter on sidewalks outside their businesses by those who were drawn to our City because

word was they could get food and shelter at these no rules establ¡shments.

When the Citizens were told that BC Housing bought (under a numbered company) land that is

located at the east entrance to our downtown area, they rallied around our business owners and

signed a petition against this facility which was presented to our MLA, Linda Larson. We were
then informed, after the fact, that the Whispers of Hope soup kitchen was going to open at the

opposite end of our downtown core which is the gateway to our municipal campground and
proximity to our children's water park. The Warming Centre is now attempting, with funding and

(- re¡z:ar )
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support from BC Housing and under the umbrella of Whispers of Hope, is attempting to secure a

facility on another corner to our downtown core

Our City Council has been working overtime with BCH to try and find an alternative location better

suited for the facility but were rejected at every turn until the City owned land next to the low-

income housing facility being built by BCH was offered. They are currently in negotiations
regarding this site but it comes with its own set of issues and the area that is now being proposed

is in a residential area, which also is home to the fow income housing currently being built by

BCH, the women's shelter, skate park and recreational facilities. We and Council are being told by

BCH that it is one lot or the other, no exceptions. The community was misled to believe that these

low-income housing units were going to be offered to those who were affected by the flood. We

have since learned that this is not the case. They will be offered to those who qualify from Prince

George to Creston. We have been told by BCH that it is either the location by the Women's
Transition House or the Downtown location, period'

Our police force is seriously undermanned for the issues which are now plaguing our City. We are

an 11- member detachment, with 8 active members now. The RCMP are having to attend at the

Shelter several times a day daily as well as deal with other areas where these problem people

congregate. Where I once felt safe in my homes, we no longer have that sense of security due to

an addicted individual standing at our door staring at us while we were sleeping, thefts, assaults

on our townspeople. We must worry about who's on the other side of the door as a resident was

assaulted recently in a violent home invasion. The Warming Centre has open drug use and deals

happening in plain sight while the residents deal with the comings and goings of the drug addicted

night and day, they harbor criminals and allow stolen property to be stored at their facility. The

residents in that area also deal with threats of violence and intimidation from the clientele of the

Warming Centre because of their reporting issues to the proper authorities. They have admitted

that there are only 10 occupants who use the shelter and will be offered the rooms being built but

a number will not seek accommodations at the Supportive Housing facility, yet we are getting a 34

unit complex. This means we will be getting the hard to house from other communities which will

put additional pressure on our RCMP, health and welfare workers, of which we are seriously
lacking.

Grand Forks needs a chance to breath. We are at the breaking point for our survival. Where, one

year ago, we were all brought together as one in our fight to save our community, our

neighbourhoods, our neighbours, we are now being pitted against each other as to who is better

suited to have the unenviable privilege to have the no barrier housing facility in their

neighbourhood. There are threats of vígilantism and civil disobedience.

ln conclusion, I would like to say that l, and many other Grand Forks citizens believe that you and

your colleagues, as elected officials and/or public servants, with the power to make and reverse

decisions, hold the fate of our community in your hands. We therefore beseech you to

immediately impose a moratorium on all social support services under the auspices of the

Province that have been planned for Grand Forks, until such time as: 1) our community has

substantially recovered from the flood; 2) an enumeration of the homeless (sheltered and

unsheltered) has been conducted demonstrating a need for housing for the hard to house; 3) a

coherent and well-defined overall community plan has been developed taking into account other

established and planned social support services in our community, and this plan has been

communicated to the citizens of Grand Forks; and 4) a location that would be amenable to all

stakehotders is found (should it be determined that the benefit of a low-barrier housing facility

would outweigh any inherent risks to the community at large'

I would like to thank you for the time you have taken to read this letter and for the consideration of

the contents herein. I look forward to your reply.

Respectfully,

Valery Rogers

Citizen in the City of Grand Forks B.C.
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Tim Poste

Grand Forks, B.C. VOH 1H0

l\.í¡rr 1O ?fl1Q

Dear Mayor Taylor and Councillors Mr. Eburne-Stoodley, Ms, Korolek, Mr. Krog, Mr' Moslin, Ms, Thompson

and Mr. Zielinski,

My name is Tim Poste. I am writing this letter as a constituent. I am firmly against the construction of a no or

low barrier housing facility within the city limits of Grand Forks, I strongly urge you to vote "no" to rezoning

the lots on 70th St. (or anywhere else) to accommodate projects of this nature.

Grand Forks residents are currently enduring the impact of a no barrier Warming Centre. Previous to the

Warming Centre, we endured the impact of an ill-managed shelter and soup kitchen at the hands of a local

non-profit charitable soc¡ety. A society that operates with no barriers and relative impunity. The impact on the

commun¡ty has not been favourable. As a result, we now have a well-defined precedent of negative outcomes

that stem from a no barrier approach. This precedent virtually guarantees that if constructed, this no barrier

supportive housing facility will expose current residents of the area, future residents of the low-income housing

facility as well as those utilizing the women's shelter to a high degree of unnecessary risk.

It's become common knowledge that theft and violence have increased notãbly in our community. We

continually witness ecological abuses to our riverbanks, abuses to public spaces and city amen¡ties such as the

Spray Park and City Park, as well as general abuse towards our citizens by many of the people utilizing the

existing no barrier services. Our RCMP detachment is under staffed, Our judicial system will not pursue charges

or litigat¡on against those with mental health and/or drug addiction challenges. Our drug rehabilitation and

rna uate. Without these fundamental services, our community sim

does not have the resources available to facilitate any form of support for such a pro8ram

Furthermore, we continue to witness the multiple negat¡ve ramifications of these facilities throughout many

communities in B.C. This is not myth, lt is fact. And my pos¡tion on this subject is not coming from a place of

misguided, uneducated fear. lt's very clear that in their current format, these projects do not work for the

betterment of any community. Nor do they provide any long-term benefit for the people they're designed to

assist. Again, we have a well-defined factual precedentthat we can easily reference and should not ignore.

As a taxpaying constituent I am thoroughly opposed to absorbing any municipaltax increases that will support

such an ill-conceived program. I urge you to vote "no" to any rezoning and to any future initiatives that will

accommodate a no or low barrier housing facility in Grand Forks.

Respectfully,

t/ 
¡4
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Subject Fwd: Development of property on 2000 70th Ave

From: Shirley

To:

Date: Wednesday, May 29, 201911:03 PM

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Shirley
Date: I|rlay 28,20
To: shirley kopan
Subject: I)evelopment of property on 2000 70th Ave

Dear Mayor & Council.
I as a tax payer feel the cost of $500,000.00 to develop

that area is an expense,I'm not willing to approve. Yes we
need an enfance to the low income housing area as the
drive way by my property on 19 St is not adequate. It should
be strictþ for the women's shelter. Why did the Gov't not look
Into this before constnrction started and the building
Inspector review the plans before hand.????

Safety of the children , (who will inspect the grounds for
needles and syringes,???)The small children often run around
on the grass bare feet. All our facilities are far to close to
that t1rye of housing. When the proposed building would be
right across the road from the park ,it could be a disaster
waiting to happen. Why would you want to take any chances.
Also within a block is the pool, arena, skate park and other ball
diamonds and the women's shelter that also may house
children.

With no barriers ,this new building may house drug
Addicts, alcoholics and many others that may be undesirables
for this congested area ard could also attract other drug

il'tt.:
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Print Page2 of 2

users
Wíth many seniors and low income families , everyone

Will be more vulnerable. Please rethink this plan the road
access needs to go ahead.
I also have a concem about the number of parking spaces.

I just have to look across the street on l9th to see cars ever¡vhere because

they don't have enough Parking.
Reconsideration is a must

Sincerely
Shirley Kopan

Sent from my iPad

29/As/2019
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BOUNDARY WOMEN'S COALITION
Box 181, Grand Forks, BC VOH 1H0

Phone: 250-442-3131 Fax: 250442-3600
Website: www.bwcbc.ca

29 May 2019

Grand Forks City Council, Grand Forks, BC VOH 1H0
Submitted via email to: info@qrandfqrks.ca

ReqArdino the Suoportive Housinq Hard-to-House Proiect oríqinallv planned for
2nd Street Grand Forks.

Dear Councillors

First, t would like to make it very clear that our organization is wholly supportive
of this project for Grand Forks. Housing citizens who are vulnerable because of
multiple health (both physical and mental)challenges, including addictions, and
those experiencing homelessness is responsible, economically astute and in
simple terms, the right thing to do. To this point, we are all likely in agreement.

The troublesome question iS "Where should the program be located." Thank you
for holding a public hearing to listen to the concerns people and groups have.

As you are well aware, our new Transition House is sharing land with the newest
BC Housing building project - several dozen units of affordable housing. We are
not yet sure how having all those units adjacent to our program will impact us -
but we do know there will be an impact. Locating yet another project so close to
us is troubling to contemplate. Having so many people with so many complex
needs in a cluster does not seem wise, so we state our objection to building this
project adjacent to our location, primarily because of safety concerns.

We know that most of the services which residents of this proposed program will
need to access (apart from the hospital) are in the downtown area: the doctois
clinic, mental health services, second hand stores and other affordable shopping
options, Service BC, "welfare" offices, Ministry of Family and Children offices,
Selkirk College. We favour choosing a location for the program which provides

easier access to all these services..

Thank you for considering our point of view. lf you have any questions, I am
happy to help in anY waY I can.

Warm regards,

Diana Carr
lnterim Administrator
Boundary Women's Coalitio

*ãt
7ü
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6t5t2019 Opinion: Homcloss sholtor residonts are 'noighbours, not strangers' I Vancouver Sun
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0pinio eless shelter
residents are'neighbours, not
s t r an ge r s' rlt*,ry 
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CHARLES GAUTHIER (HTTPS://VANCOUVERSUN.cOM/AUTHOR,/cHARLES-GAUTHtER) Updatecl: Novembår ß, ZAIT

ÊlrN ffÐr, MS / Tt:{E CÃNltDIÃ IV pR jtSS

Homelessness throughout Metro Vancouver,
according to the zotr homeless count undertaken in
March of this year, has increased by 30 per cent

https://va ncouversu n. com/opin ion/op-cd/opin ion-h omelcss-she ltcr-rosidcnts-a rc- neig h bou rs-not-stra ng ers 1t5
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61512019 Opinion: Homeless shelter residents are 'neighbours, not strangers' I Vancouver Sun

since 2OI4. That is a shocking number when
compared to the 6.5-per-cent population growth the
region experienced bebween 2OII and 2016.

We can all agree that homelessness is getting worse, not better, and efforts
to house those in need must be stepped up.The provincial government and
Vancouver City Hall are poised to do just that with the addition of 600
modular housing units within the next six months in Vancouver alone.
Understandably, some residents are fearful about the prospect of welcoming
and living alongside a much-maligned and marginalized population, but our
experience in downtown Vancouver has yielded some interesting results and
lessons learned.

Our journey began in late 2008 when the newly elected Vision Vancouver

civic government committed to opening more winter shelter beds
throughout downtown, with funding support from the then-Liberal provincial
government. The shelters would be "low barrier," meaning that the homeless
could bring their personal belongings and pets in from the cold.

J,...
t

Prior to the shelters being opened in December 2008, the doorways, alcoves
and frontages of many retail storefronts throughout the city were "de facto"
the homes of the homeless. lncidents of trespassing on private property,
open drug dealing and drug use and aggressive panhandling were at an all-
time high within the Downtown Vancouver BIA's 90-block district.

However, soon after the shelters opened, and while they were in operation,
these indicators started to plummet. Trespassing on private property fell by
80 per cent; aggressive panhandling fell by 58 per cent; visible
homelessness, meaning people sleeping on the sidewalks, fell by 52 per
cent; open drug dealing fell by 73 per cent and open drug use fell by 78 per
cent.

With the closure of these seasonal shelters, most indicators crept back up
slowly, but surprisingly not to the previous levels that we had witnessed. I

credit this to the "wrap-around" services offered to and accepted by

homeless people once they walked through the doors of the shelter -
access to meals, counselling, treatment and more stable, long-term and
secure housing. To our surprise,lnc-idents,of aggressive panhandling, open
drug dealing and open drug use continued to decline.

https://va ncouversu n. com/opinion/op-ed/opinion-homeloss-shelter-residents-arc-ncig hbours-not-stra ngors 2t5
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6t5t2019 Opinion: Homeless shelter res¡dents are 'neighbours, not $trangers' I Vancouver Sun

What we learned from this is that the winter shelters are an important
gateway to connect the homeless to services that they may not otherwise
access, and this one-stop-shop approach is effective.

Secondly, the temporal nature of the shelters, although playing a critical role
to get people out of the cold, is not a viable, long-term sorution to
homelessness. There needs to be a range of housing options from shelters
to SRos to supportive housing. And yes, modular housing units are part of
the equation because these pre-fabricated units can be added to the
housing inventory much quicker than designing, obtaining approvals and
constructing a permanent building. Like Lego pieces, more modular units
can be added to the building or the entire building can be dissembled and
relocated to another site.

Lastly, we continue to benefit from having an ongoing dialogue with
everyone involved in delivering and living in supportive housing so that
concerns can be addressed and misconceptions laid to rest. As reported in
the above-mentioned homeless count, 50 per cent of these people had been
in the same community more than 10 years.

These people are our neighbours, not strangers.

Charles Gauthier is president and CEO of the Downtown Vancouver Business
I m p rove me nt A ssoc iat i on.

CLICK HERE (nalfpuanweþ@p_psfnedta.cpÐ_to report a typo

ls there more to this story? we'd like to hear from you about this or any
other stories you think we should know about. Email
vanli ps@ ppstnedtaepm@allpuaaÍt ps@ p_pstne d la-cBÐ_.< / p

TRENDING IN CANADA

0

Braid: While tax cris
counc¡l sort of plans

Here's how inepI
elected officials -
and I do rnean
Calgary city.".

I
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6t5t20is Noighbours meeting neighbours I City of Vancouver
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Neighbours meet¡nS neighbours
Leorn obout communities connecting oround Voncouver's temporory mociulor housing

Morgaret Mitchell Ploce

>

I,' :l

Morgoret Mitchell Ploce hosted o community gothering with temporory modulor housing tenonts ond
their neighbours in September 2018.

A food truck supplied grillcd-cheese sondwiches on<j neighbours boked o lorge, homemode chocolote
coke. A First Notions drum circle kicked off the event. The songs express on oppreciotion for life,
sustenonce, ond heoling.

One 19-yeor-old temporory modulor housing tenont took o photo of herself with her new neighbours to
send to her porents, who live in Northwest BC. Another tenont wos there with his portner, who is
expecting o boby. He expressed oppreciotion for the two meols they ore receiving doily ot the building.

A neighbour mode the building's new residents gift bogs, including o hqndmode cord, chocolqte,
dishcloths, ond o fromed photo she hod token. The neorby co-op residents pointed o lorge cord ond filled
it with welcome messoges.

ln the new temporory modulor housing, tenonts receivo the right supports toilore<j to meet their
individuol needs so they con reconnect with their communities ond rebuild their lives.

https://vancouver.caipeople-programs/temporary-modular-housing-neighbours-meeting-neighbours.aspx 1t2
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' 6t5t2019 Noighbours meet¡ng neighbours I City of Vancouver

Saroh Ross Houss

Soroh Ross House opened its doors to the communitv in November 201"8. Neighbours gothered inside to
meet the residents ond enjoy some treots, including homemode bonnock tocos. Children coloured ot on
ort toble prepped for the event.

Neighbouring fomilies brought cookles ond members of o neorby seniors'society eoch donoted o mug
from their cupboord, collecting 1.00 mugs in totol. One resident, who is deof, put her doll ortwork out on
tobles for neighbours to see.

Tenonts ot Scrroh Ross House tolked obout how tht v come to live in the temporory modulor housing. one
mon spoke obout hoving Porkinson's diseose ond how he needed housing ofter he could no longer work
his job os o boot pointer.

A womon mentioned she hcrd <r house, but lost her iob ond just couldn't offord to poy for her home
onymore. She stoyed with friends ond spent some nights on the street before moving into the Koslo
building.

Another womon soid she couldn't stop crying when she first moved into the modulor housing this post
summer becouse everyone wos being so nice to her. She olso oppreciotes thot the building tokes pets so
she con keep her cot, "Chr:mp."

An 81-yeor-old senior soicJ she previously spent most nights sitting ot o bus stop on Kingswoy, trying to
stoy sofe.

Mony people experiencing homelessness corrv everything on their bqcks ond ore ofrqid to foll osleep, for
feor their possessions will be stolen. Creoting sofe, worm housing for people experiencing homelessness
in our community continues to be o top priority for the city ond the province.

https://vancouver. calpeople-programs/tomporary-modular-housing-neigh bours-meeting-neigh bours.aspx 2t2
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Frumi Anoela Senoq¡

Info; fti¡¡J¡ylog Cathv Ko¡olek; Chritùroslln;

Subjectr Stop the BCH low barriers housing in Grand Forks Bc!

May 30, 2019 8:56:29 PMDate:

To the Mayor, çouncillors and City of Grand Forks 8.C,, BCHousing and the Province of tsC:

I am writing as a concerned citizcn of oul beautiful little city with my objcctions about the ploposed 34 or so no

bagiers housing unit slated for either 2nd Street or the alternate 70th Ave, locations, in Grand Forks B.C'

I am the mother of a recovering addict that has spent the better part of six yearc in the battle with drug addiction. I've

seen fìrst hand horv distructive and disruptive an addicts lifesryle is for a family and a community as a whole!

Many of us as parsnts in this community have taken a stance against enabling our family members in order that they

leam for themselves that they will be fending for themselves if they don't choose change! We stopped enabling them

in order to allow them to see for themselves what their lives will be like without the support of their loved ones!

It generally takes a hard fall before an addict chooses to pick themselves up and ask for help. Generally they need to

experience the very ugly sitte of living before they are ready to reach out. The ugly side is homelessness, usually

surrounded by the very people they don't want to become ie: thieves, prostitutes, drug dealers and very unstable

dangerous people.

My experience with active drug addicts is that they cion't care about anybociy bqt themseives, they rage, iashour,

threaten people anrl destroy property. They horde gatbage and [eave it behind for others to clean up' whether they

are housed or not. They roam neighborhoods generally at night and take anything they can carry even if it's useless

to them. They steal from our businesses on a daily basis and they steal tiom each other.

In my own bleeding hcart ycars, before I wised up, I housed and fed people that had nothing other than their

addiction, At one time I felt for them and thought my care and compassion would help them. I was soo wrong, all I

got for my kindness was a mess including, all of my tools and valuables stolen, thousands of dollars in the

ãestruction of part of my home, an unfathomable amount of garbage and discarded items to take to the dump, ill
1-^-r¿L ^-; ^ Å^-t-.^Ã L-^l- -^^^,rn+l ÀI^n ^ñê nÊrhnca nennlc ¡hnce tñ oêt îip^n althruroh-the nffer tn heln them gel
ltg4ltlt 4¡tu 4 ulPrvrçs

there was always an option. It's unfathomable and deplorable thal this council or our fiC govemment would think

that enaSlirrg in arry capacity will hclp anyone! VIy grandkids deserve better then this to look forward to as solne soft

of role model for how their lives could gol Wise up! Advocate for laws to be followed, not overlooked! Advocate

for services, for our community! Advocate for everyone not just a few!

I think the biggest issue that our community has in regards to the 34 unit no baniers facility, is that we are being led

to believe that somehow the needed supports that we don't even have now will miraculously appear! Ifthose

supports are available then why don't we already have them? The limited system we have now is already sttessed,

and it is limitedl Anybody that wants help should have full access to all of the services necessary for healthy long

term recovery but we don't havc that here. We have a group ofpeople here right now that won't and don't even take

advantage of whal little we do have now. How is increasing those numbers in this little community going help?

Supporting somcone that has made the decision to get clean and stay clean is a fulI time job, not just someone in an

on-site office directing people to the mental health office. It's notjust about housing and feeding and testing their

drugs and it's definitely not going to work by housing people with the desire to move forward with active using

addicts. Then there begs the question of what happens to the people that end up not being able to function as a

cooperative housing resident? Thcy end up back on the street in a little city that they have no ties to or regard for

because they were brought here to fill the spaces? It could end up being a revolving door for all we know and that is

not what this town wants. This whole issue is not about whether or not we want to help people, there are very few

people that don't want to help people but it's mot'e of a case of, realistically can we'? But with that said it is a

guarantee that we will notjust sit back and tolerate the crime, threats, abuse and disruption brought on us by certain

individualsl

To sum it up: We {o not need any kind of low barliers housing in Grand F'orks at any location! It still absolutely

baffles my mind that our city councillors, and our Mayor thought in any way shape or form that trying to move it to

InfoTo:
Cci
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70th ave beside the parks and recreation, family housing and seniors housing might be a good idea is

unconscionable! Vy'e already have a no baniers housing facility in the old bus depot! All ofour local drug addicts

that want housing are already theret Tho ones that don't want housing are not! Importing more problems into this

communþ is unconscionable! Seniors and recovering addicts don't want any part of a facility that allows active

drug use! BCH is alreaÅy funding the shelter as a no barriers 24hour facility with meals! Why can't they implement

rules and services? ïVhat are they waiting for? NO to a 34 unit no or low barriers facility in this community!

Sent from my iPad
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Granrl Forks, BC VOH 1H0
May 30, 2019

Attention
Selina. Robinson. MLAGI-e o. bc. ca

. cann1n slã ca
infnßarandforks.ca

Brian Taylor
Zak Eburne-StoodleY
Cathy Korolek
Neil Krog
Chris Moslin
Christine ThomPson
Rod Zielinski

linda . farson. MLAGleg. bc. ca
in teriorreqionGbchous ino. org
bchceoGbchousinq. orq

tresolutionGbchous in oc

SUBJECT: Homeless Housing Proposed for 2nd or 19th Street Grand Forks/ BC

f am writing in ïesponse to everything's no happening 1n Grand Forks BC right now.

I moved here almost three years ago as my husband got employment in the city and we

Loved the town and being able to move from lhe bustfe of city living with our
family. I am disgusted how our poor town has been kìcked down especially ìn lìght-
of the flood one Year ago.

V'ihen we fi-rst moved here, it was definitely not the dissent between residents there
and wondered why no was being

donc by council to address the issr-re of workinq people not
housing. Three years later and stil I nothing. Vüe are now being bullied into
accepting,.no barrier (just say it as lt ìs already....homefess addicts who refuse
to change),,housing. ¡l¡e already have low income housing, which, by the way, I will
wait til] the dust settfes to see if locat people even get to move in there. Lots
of us know how your waiting lists are set up. Move down the list and cram them in
regardless if they are from the community or not. I actually think not one locaL
peiuo., wilt benefit from this housing at all, I am not against the low income
housing, just at the area and the way BCH went around it. You do not put low j-ncome

housing backed up to hígher end homes. You just don't'

This city does not have access to facilities to garner homel-ess housing. And the
fact that our current Mayor, (which I don't feef has any qualificatj-ons to be in
this chair afLer hearing his long term plans), has publicly stated that he h¡ants

the housing to be a safe place for them to CONTTNUE their behaviour. I am sorry'
drugs are illegal and I for one do not want my hard ea.rned overly taxed money

supporting people to continue to do drugis, steal- from tax paying residents at will'
and bully, wreak havoc and cause a nuisance in Grand Forks '

When the town flooded, residents helped sandbag and such and others made meals to
feed vol-unteers, These homefess people ate at every meal served until someone

suggested no meaf unless even an hour of hetping out first. These people care
noiñinq for our cltlzens and continue to steal and leave drug paraphernalia laying
everywhere. T will not support rewarding these people. Which leads me to the
uselãss warminq center and return of WOH soup kitchen. It is shameful to know that

K OI d
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57,000 a month is gioing to drug addicts who refuse to work and are
people in town on top of expecting' handouts flke the warminq center

Page 2

stealing from

I would be affected by either place the homeless housing is placed and I am hard
against either location. My buslness is one street over from the initial proposed
làcation and I can assure you that it is not good for businesses downtown' I have
had brush ins wlth the "hard to house" and it they have no respecL for the hard
work and long hours smaLf b¡usiness puts in to try and make a go of our buslnesses.
I have had many lonq conversations with busíness owners who feel threatened of
thelr livelihoods like I do. lle afl have our own experiences with these people and

each one has feft its own mark with our feeLing vulnerable and unsafe wi-lh many of
us working alone in our businesses. V'le would need to ramp up securlty to protect
our stuff and it is not easy to pay for such things when our budgets are stretched
thin to begin wíth.

As far as my opposition to the 70 Streel location, many other people have voiced
opposition to Lhe locatlon for the same reasons I am. Too cLose to playgrounds and

areas children frequenl, elderly live in the area and already feel vulnerable to
theft and other impositlon. Also, homeless drug addicts should not be homed on the
same place where families with smal1 ch1ldren, elderly people and a women's
lransition house are already placed. Low income are trying to get above the stigma
and protect their children and putting them next door to illegal behavior is not
protecting chitdren and people flghting to get a better life for themselves.

And, let.s be honest. I know, and a l-ot of people know that your walt lists are not
in favour of the residents of the corununity that these homes are built. They go

down a master ]1st and move people from where ever they are to the new devefopment.
Chances of a focal obtalning a home in even this low income housing is longer odds

than winnj-ng a loLterY.

Just last night my hushand and I were sitting in our back yard. We watched one of
the known indlvlduals from town riding up the back alLey obviously scopinq the
yards for goods Lo most tikely come back and take after dark. ltie have had our gas

tank drained several times since last fall. At first, thinking we maybe didn't fill
it when r¡re thought, but realizing we needed to buy a ì-ockingt gas cap to keep our
vehlcl_e safe from theft agâin. I hear alf the time from peopLe who have encountered
these indlvlduals already this spri-ng as the warmer weabher has brought them out to
check out yards and garages for goods, bottles and other things for selling for
quick cash.

ft disgusts me to see Lhat clty council is so focused on the homel-ess drug addicts
they are turning their backs on the fÌood victims, the struggling businesses in the
downtown after the floodinq¡ and pLanning on how to bring in new business and

bringing more people to town that have skllls and business ideas that will help
Grand Forks qrow. ñot to mention, how to bring in funding and companies that will
build complexes, apartments or townhouses for people just wanting to have a rentaf
for their homes so they can work, go to school or retire in the area. These are
much more constructive areas to spend money¡ time and effort to grow grand forks
and bring in peopte that wltl add to the tax base and not take away from.

üIhich brings me to my next point. Why should we as city taxpayers, be forced to
pony up 9500,000 to help with this disp-Laced housing? BC houslng wants this, not
àarãworking citizens who are sLruggling to maintain businesses, raise kids and keep

affoat financlally wlth Lhe rising costs of everythlng. Ide are taxed to death and

to be forced to pay money to peopÌe who refuse to work and who only want to do

drugs and wreak havoc is unfair and rldiculous. That 500,000 coufd be trsed to
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upqrade areas that need extra work from the fl-oods to ensure floodíng doesn't

Page 3

happen again. f am not in favour of using money from my ha¡d earned dollars to let
the displaced have, as you worded it l-ast meeting¿ "give them a safe pface to
contlnue their lifestyle". Dld you, Mr. Mayor, even hear yourself? Thej-r lifestyle
is destruclj-ve and affects our community negatlvely and j-s a tax drain on us' your
source of income as i,iay<¡r.'íes, we, tlie ciiizei:rs of G¡and Forks, paji your sal-ary-
and as such, you are hired Èo work in the best interest of us and do whats best for
this city. I can as-sllre yor:, this homeÌess housing is far from the best- interest of
this city. We need economic viability for a broader tax base. A tax base that wlll
bring in more services, business and people to continue to work hard lo make Grand
Forks a better place for our chil-dren and peopl-e to live. tsringing thj-s monstrosity
to this town will do nothing except pick more money out of the pockets of
hardworking, taxpayers that wil-l be forced to l-1ve in the droughtland of poverly
that will- fol1ow this facil1tY.

I know that I coul-d probably bring up issue after issue in regards to people that
have had negaLive dealings with the homeless in this town, but I want to say that
there is more people opposed to this homeless development at all than are for it.
lrle have h/ay too many faciÌities that are enabling their lifestyle and doing nothing
to change it. If it were housing for people of Grand Forks in general, I am all in,
but this, this place where as the Mayor has stated, "the people can continue to
rive their iifestyie", then i a¡r<j lLarry oLlte.rs behind me wil-1 contiûiie to shout loud
and clear, "Not in this town". Take care of those thal are working/ retired and
paying taxes, not the ones who are draining our pockets-

Sincerely,

Resident near 19th Street &

Business Owner on 3'd Street
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6rand Forks BCr
M Andersov

Mayor and Councilors

Attention: Supportive Housing

This is what supportive housing will entail, Wet Housíng; Housing where tenants are not expected

to abstain from using alcohol and other drugs, and where entering rehabilitation program is not
a requirement. Tenants have access to recovery services and get to decide if and when they use

these services.

To put it in ANY residential area is ludicrous. Thinking of putting this next to our recreational
area and seniors will come with dire consequences. Th¡s type of place belongs were services are

located which is normally near the downtown core. However,does Grand Forks have any

adequate service in place?

Shaken my head.....

https:/ldailvcollesian.com/2016/03lwet-shelters-helpins-or-harmine-the-homeless/

Wet shelters, which allow homeless residents to engage in some form of drinking, are receiving

attention for the methods in which they allow residents to drink on their premises.

Alcoholism is indeed one of the deadliest add¡ctions in the nation. According to the Center for

Disease Control (CDC), excessive alcoholuse led to around 90,000 deaths each year in the U.S.

This included homicide while intoxicated, drinking and driving deaths, alcohol poisoning and

other accidents. The idea behind wet shelters was to bring chronic and severe alcoholics into

the system, hoping to maneuver them from housing to treatment. The goal ¡s to take alcoholics

off of the street and bring them to a safe pläce to stay and drink under supervision.

ln theory, this is a great idea. ln some espects, ¡t works well, too. For example, one

Seattle studyshowed that residents of wet shelters decreased their intake of alcoholic

beverages over two years from 20 drinks per day to 12. Another study showed that the average

individual in a Seattle wet housing program cost the city only a quarter of what they used to

before enter¡ng the system.

However, there are many very real and relevant drawbacks to wet shelters. For one, a study by

the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust showed that a number of thos
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drink themselves to death. ln addition, Rehabs.com reported that wet shelters do not require

residents to undergo any form of counseling or treatment. This is almost counterintuitive to the

idea of getting chronic, severe alcoholics into the system. Drinking an unlimited amount

throughout the night may allow them to drink comfortabl¿ but there is no guarantee of
rehabilitation.

^^^+L^'.'.'l-^-^L¡ll+., ^Í¡^,a+ -L^l+^.- ia +L^+ rL^., ^^* Á^'a^¡.r^+^ ^^ ..*--J^ ^-.,:-^--^-. L^¡L,-ururlrcr vurrçrc¡vilrLy v¡ wsl JrrgrrçrJ a) rlror frrEy Lclrr yçrPEtrro(g otr uil¡cÛEt E]ilvilut¡iltciltl, utJlt¡

within the shelter and on the streets. The National Councilon Alcoholism and Drug

Dependence found that 40 percent of all violent crimes today involved alcohol. ln addition,

the World Health Organization reported that, "Alcohol use directly affects cognitlve and

physical function, reducing self-control and leaving individuals less capable of negotiating a

non-violent resolution," This has manifested itself within the shelter at Craig's Place just last

week, where a woman grabbed at the neck during a conflict, according to the Daily Hampshire

Gazette. Another íncident occurred in Amherst Center earlier in the week, when two shelter

residents engaged in a violent fight during the daytime in front of Antonio's. These are just

some of the many calls involving alcohol induced violence in Amherst. For those who must stay

at Craig's Piace who are not uncier any infiuence, mereiy seeking a safe place to stay, these

instances of violence affect the safety of the shelter every day.

ln addition to the perpetuation of violent conflict, wet shelters, at least in the case of Craig's

Place in Amherst, do not require rehab meetings or contain rehabilitation facilities on-site. I am

no expert in chronic alcoholism, so I willtake experts' advice that allowing moderate amounts
nf ririni¿ino inctpari nf n¡ liiÍins rni¡i Ír lrl¿cv ic a rnnro oîía¡iittø cal¡ ltinn fn ¡l¡¡rhniicm JJn¡rrarrar

there is no "moderation" within wet shelters. You may drink however much you want

throughout the night, store your alcohol safely and take ¡t out ¡nto public the next day with you.

No one is trying to enforce counseling or solutions to substance abuse issues within the shelter.

I do not necessarily disagree with the institution of wet shelters. However, these shelters as

they currently stand are not helping with the problem so much as perpetuating substance

abuse on a constant and daily basis. lf wet shelters remain in place in Amherst, a rehabilitation

or at least a counseling requirement should be in place, along with supervision and moderation

of drinking-enou6h to ward off deadly withdrawal symptoms but not enough to cause

excessive disorientation and violence. This is the only way to ensure safety of the homeless

population while at least trying to keep people from hurting themselves, others or drinking

themselves to death.

M Andersov
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Re: 70th Ave proiect (Supportive Housing)

I am writing to ¡nd¡cate I am opposed to the proposed support¡ve housing on 70th

Ave. There are no serv¡ces or amenities near this area. This location has many

vulnerable, seniors, chitdren, a recreAt¡onal area and the Women's Shelter

situated near the proposed site. I am not sure who on Council or any of the

commun¡ty groups that were involved in this decision are qual¡fied to decide to

retocate the project to 70th Ave.

The City's website refers to frequently asked guest¡ons in regards to the

supportive housing , "lsn'tthe proposed TOth Avenue s¡te too close to family and

other community facilities? There are sports fields and other recreation facilities

immediately to the north of this site. BC Housing advises that there wtll be 2417

secur¡ty on site as well as cameras and 24 hour workers. There will also be an

operating contract with the local non-profit operator, with strict operating

procedures.

It is kind of BC Housing that there is24/7 security on s¡te, what about off site

security for the residents, seniors and children using the area? The City of Grand

Forks owns the lot next to Silver kettle (Community Zoned) and it is intended for

the use of a future School. lf this still applies then why would you consider a

supportive housing project next to a school?

It is not the citizen's job to find an alternative location, what you have done with

this proposed project is bad judgment, done hasty and is unwarranted.
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To: Mayor Brian Taylor; Councillors: Zak Eburne-Stoodley, Cathy Korolek, Neil Krog, Chris

Moslin, Christine Thompson, Rod Zielinski; Wendy Whelen (Development, Engineering and

Planning|

Re: Notice of Proposed Zoning Bylaw Amendment (Rezoning) 70th Avenue Grand Forks BC

We are taking this opportunity to respond and comment as we received our official notice to
rezone the 4 tots on 70th Avenue to accommodate a 34 unit supportive housing development.

Often common sense prevails in these circumstances and people question if those that make

these decisions are qualified or knowledgeable to do so. Was a feasibility study done by a
professional to determine the appropriate placement of a supportive housing development?

Or was it simply an easy fix or an impulsive trade without cioing any due ciiiigence?

The area proposed for the supportive housing is adjoining to the property of the new

development (low to moderate income housing) that will accommodate families, seniors and

individuals with mobility issues. The Women's Shelter also currently resides on the same

property. The proposed area for this site is next to Dick Bartlett Park which is actively used. lt is
çqûûn44:r-o.-see¡l¡ild¡:en, balLteams,=rugbytand soeeerparctieipants us¡îg the p¡fkJea ttlt l¡utll

the GFI practice in the field. The park is used as a camp site for Cannafest and the Fall Fair.

Situated near the proposed supportive housing project is a skateboard park, aquatic center,

curling rink and arena. Many seniors, families and children walk and bike along 70th Avenue. At

times the west end properties are used for carnivals. This area is surrounded by the new 52-

unit development from BC Housing, a Women's Shelter, 3 large apartment complexes, 7

businesses, 16 townhouses, Silver Kettle VillalParkside Villa and several single-family homes.

The vacant lots facing the west side (13 plus acres) are zoned for future use for R1 and R2

homes. Residents who built or bought in the area did so with the understanding of what type of
future development would be- Today, the proposed 4 lots are in a residential area which

currently has the highest density of population in the smallest residential area in Grand Forks.

ln this proposed area 52 units of social housing will house more than 100 people. At no time
will these people have input for the supportive housing project (Wet Facility). We talk about
protecting the most vulnerable people: seniors, women fleeing violence, children and families.

How are we protecting them next to a wet facility? The City's rezoning notice indicated, "...to

accommodate a 34-unit housing development and other community uses of benefit to the
residents of Grand Forks." lf the C¡ty wants to benefit the community, develop a second

emergency access for the social housing project or donate the lots to families that lost their
property from the floods. That would be a benefit to the residents of Grand Forksl
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BC Housing owns the property on 2nd street where the project is proposed today. Businesses

are in an upheaval and people voiced their opinions that the area is the gateway of our City.

Chris Thompson indicated at a recent council meeting, "{she) hopes and is confident this

development will not cause the concerns the community may be anticipating, later adding that

the facility is only proposed to house LO ar L2 hard-to-house clients". This opinion was based

after her and other councillors had the opportunity to see supportive housing projects in the

downtown core of Kelowna. The new proposed facility would update and complement the

downtown core and would not be unsightly, unlike the lmperial Motel that is part of the
gateway to our City as well. Our Developmen! Engineering and Planning Department will work

hand in hand with BC Housing to ensure the form and character and vegetation options for the

proposed site are done adequately.

For businesses to threaten they will close or pull out of the area is sad. Many are apprehensive

by the development. Those businesses that are not currently operating are due to the flooding

and not due to the proposed supportive housing on 2nd street. Residents in Grand Forks will

continue to support the businesses daily as they have done so for years. Consumers use

professional offices, shop and eat at variety of businesses. Tourists will continue to come into

the downtown area because of events, such as the GFl, Cannafest and local tournaments which

support the shops, restaurants and hotels. Grand Fork businesses today are benefiting from the

project on 19th Street as many of the out of town workers use hotels, shop locally and patron

our local restaurants. As will the tourists from the GFI and Cannafest.

Supportive housing is commonly used by people that do not have their own transportation,

Grand Forks does not have public transportation. There is a 30 to 45-minute walk from 70th

Avenue to the downtown core. Much of the services and amenities needed are in the

downtown area and include the Medical Clinic, Mental Health, Community Health, BC Services,

Financial lnstitutions, Counseling, Court House, Legal Services, Selkirk College, and Community

Soup Kitchen etc. We often talk about green space as it is limited on 2nd street. However, those

that live in apartments in the downtown core have limited green space and it becomes the

people's new norm. We have complexes that already exist like this in Grand Forks, next to Dr.

Gregory (Condos), across the Legion (Apartments) and kitty corner to 2nd street (Apartments) all

have no green spaces.

ln making your decision to have supportive housing development on 70th Avenue

o Did you take into consideration that the condos next to the City Park are further away

from znd Street than Silver Kettle, Parkside Villa, 3 Apartment complexes, 16

Townhouses and 7 businesses would be to the proposed site on 70th Avenue?

. Did you take into consideration that there are less seniors and children that live in the

downtown core than in the proposed area on TOth Avenue?

¡ Did you take into considerat¡on that at least half of the small business owners do not

reside within the City limits?
r Did you take into consideration that most of the residents that signed the petition

opposed to the 2nd street project were in fact those that live in a residential area?

r Did you take into consideration that there are no public parks on 2nd street?

r Did you take into consideration that there is no low income housing or a Women's

Shelter on 2nd Street?
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. D¡d you take Into consideration that businesses don't have back yards or live in their
businesses 7 days a week 24 hours a day unlike residents?

¡ Did you take into consideration that it is not uncommon for a business to have security
systems in place versus those in a residential area?

o Did you take into consideration that the public may no longer use the park and

recreat¡onal area because of public safety and concerns?
o Did you take into consideration that the values of all homes in the area could be

negatively impacted; people will no longer consider it to be a desirable area to live?
o Did -vou take into consideration how manv residents live at Silver Keüle or the Parkside

Villa?
o Did you take into consideration that the residential area is just as vulnerable as the

downtown core?
¡ Did you take into considerat¡on the density of the surrounding area on 70th Avenue?
o Did you take into consideration that all amenities and services for supportive housing

are in the downtown core?
r Díd you take ¡nto consideration that most using supportive housing have no

transportation?

l.n¡ rn¡il crir{ thorr rro r¡rillino ?n ha nnon- min¡lcd end ruill li<ten tn tha npnnle l oakins herk atJsrv rr.et er s r'..r¡rrÞ

the councillors election platforms, each assuring the public that voted for them indicating as

follows:

Zak Eburne-stoodley: "l will work hard for you and make sure your voice is heard. We need to
make Grand Forks affordable, efficient, and safe." The people are asking to be heard and we
ieecfihose that are the rnost vulnerable whicllirrclutÍe our children, señiors añd women flee¡ng
violence are protected foremost.

Cathy Korolek: "Our businesses need our support to reopen and thrive." The residences and

tourists are supporting the businesses and will continue to do so.

Neil Krog: "..We need a made in Grand Forks solution not a cookie cutter designed for a bigger
city." How do you justifo putting another project in a high dense residential area that houses

seniors, families, children and Women fleeing violence is not a cookie cutter solution designed
for a bigger City?

Chris Moslin: "...To create supportive and low rent housing. This housing must 'fit' our
community or it won't be sustainable." How does this supportive housing fit in a dense

residential area? Will this be sustainable for the nearby residents, park and recreational area?
Will the Boundary residents and tourists alike continue to enjoy the park and recreational area

as they have done so for years?
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Christine Thompson: "...this is our opportunity to come together as â community to support
one another and to rebuild an inviting place for people to move to, or to visit. I assure you that
if elected, I will continue to be fiscally responsible with your tax dollars as I have been in the
previous four years. I will not make promises that I cannot keep." People are moving away
from our community, taxes for some have become unattainable. The City wants to spend tax
dollars in the upwards of 500K! ls that fiscally responsible? Will the TOth Avenue project hinder
development in the area as it will no longer be inviting areas that people want to live, thrive or
build near?

Rod Zielinski: "Dealing with our lack of housing will be an issue that council will have to
understand fully to move forward with any long-term development that fits the community.
Council must hear the community's thoughts and feelings on our present situation, proposed

flood recovery plans and path to the future. lt is with a community involved planning process

that we can create a city with a future for all residents now and for many generations to come."
The community is involved today with the planning process. We agree that the residents want
Grand Forks to be a place to live and visit for generat¡ons to come! Proper planning and
implementation of development should not impact residential, parks and recreat¡onalareas.

This proposal on 70th Avenue was not directed by BC Housing. lt was done solely by the City. To
place any supportive housing project in any residential area, no one would have imagined the
idea. We can only hope the City will come to their senses and protect the people within their
community. lf the City cannot find an alternative site for the supportive housing project and the
only choice is the 2nd Street location, the lesser evil for the placement of the supportive
housing, would be in the downtown core. The positive is we have a new start to our
revitalization program in our downtown core thanks to BC Housing.

Respectfully su bm itted,

Wayne Hajdasz
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cc. Councillors: Neil Krog, Rod Zeilinski, Chris Moslin, Christine Thompson, Cathy Korolek & Zak Eburne-

Stoodley

Re: BC Housings, Supportive Housing Project

ir- T¡.,ra¡ t ¡m r¡,rilina r^ rr^rr rnr{lr fn êynrÊçç mv deeo concerns with fgsOeCt tO the SUpOOftive
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housing project proposed for the City of Grand Forks. This type of housing project for the "hard to

house,, does not belong in a small town. Frankly they do not belong anywhere while they are being run

as they are, but in a small city like Grand Forks, where we have a severe lack of policing resources, nor

the budget to enforce our bylaws, the types of people this project w¡ll attract is going to destroy this

smallcity

Mr. Taylor, you have a responsibil¡ty to support your honest, law abiding tax paying citizens, yet it seems

you are putting your focus on support¡ng the activities of a small group of drug addicted criminals.

perhaps you feel, the city needs the influx of BC housing money, however let me explain to you why this

is a very short sighted view'

Tha nannta af rhic rnrrrn harrc rnmnas.sion, The ooenine of the warming Center was thought to be
, ,,L t,Lv¡,'L

necessary during the winter months, however this center has had no rules and the tax payers who live

near that warming center have had a terrible winter and now spring, fearing for their persons, their

property, and their sense of well-beíng. The sense of well-being of the community at large has been

destroyed. you must know what is going on and yet the center remains open with no rules, and its

inhabitants continue to commit crimes, ignore bylaws, and generally disrupt lives. Every similar facility in

. -..-= €veryrcity ir having th-e same issues with ranlpqq!crime in !!e surrounding areas. Whr¡ therefore should

you or we expect anything different if you triple the number of these lndividuals in our midst with the 34

unit proposed facility that I believe you have the power to stop by enforcing zoning bylaws on the

downtown location and not offering the 70th street location at all.

I can only assume you are an intelligent man, given your position therefore you must know that enabling

these individuals with free housing, free meals and free paycheques only exacerbates the problem. The

majority of these individuals and the individuals that will follow them to fill up the supportive housing

project have no desire and certa¡nly no incentive to change theír ways.

When my wife and I were making our decisio nin20t7 as to where we would like to retire, we found

Grand Forks and thought it was a fantast¡c little town. I was doing my research on every aspect of the

town and was aware of the issues with Whispers of Hope and Beths as well as the tents set up on the

riverfront, but also was aware that the former mayor and council was for the tax paying citizens and was

in the process of shutting down these enabling facilities, Therefore we made the decision to purchase

our retirement home in Grand Forks.

I believe my wife and I are exactly the kinds of new citizens a town like Grand Forks wishes to attract.

We have pu rchased a nice home and pay a good deal of tax. We are both members of the Grand Forks
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commun¡ty choir, we both go to the rec center at least 2 to 3 times a week, I have joined the curling club

and pay my dues, we prefer to shop local as much as possible, we attend theatre and events and eat in

the towns restaurants,. ln short we and others like us contribute to the prosperity and well-being of

Grand Forks.

I can tell you with certainty, that ¡f I was researching Grand Forks today, and became aware of what is

happening (and I would have as will most others) my wife and I would have taken a pass on Grand Forks.

Even though other c¡ties have similar problems, Grand Forks is just too smallto deal with these issues

and the town is physically too small to even get away from the criminal activity. As a result my wife and I

have discussed moving away from Grand Forks and finding a new home and town/cíty for our

retirement. lt is certainly not our first choice, or I would not even bother to write to you, however if the

34 unit facility goes ahead and the current problem increases as most believe ít will, it will become a

very real possibility for us and I suspect many others like us.

Mr. Mayor if you continue as you are, aiding and abetting and therefore pitting a small number of

criminals against the honest tax paying citizens, and business owners, who without us, this town cannot

survive, the word will spread, that Grand Forks is unsafe, undesirable and that businesses in Grand

Forks are shutting their doors.

Savvy retirees and potential business start-ups will see what is happening as they look to social media to

get a pulse of the town and as they visit Grand Forks and talk to people in restaurants, bars and other

businesses and find out firsthand what is happening. This is exactly what my wife and I did in 2017

before making the decision to come here.

It ís bad now under your guidance and I cannot imagine what it will be like here if you allow a 34 room

facility for the hard to house. Let's get real Mr. Mayor, the term hard to house generally refers to an

unmotivated individual, collecting a publicly funded pay cheque, typically on a hard drug and typically

committing crimes against the cltlzenry to support thelr drug habits. These people are ulle¡r aggtessive

and pose a physícal threat as well.

It's time to stand up for your 4000 honest tax paying cítizens, before those honest tax paying citizens

decide they have had enough ofthis town. Grand Forks needs to attract new tax payers and business

supporters and business start-ups, not tax drainers who instill fear in the general population'

What you do next will write your legacy, Are you the Mayor who supports good honest citizens and

helped Grand Forks grow, or will you be the Mayor that destroyed Grand Forks?

With Respect

Kevin and Linda Lennox

Forks B.C
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

To Mayor Taylor & Council

I am a property owner in the
house. lt is ridiculous to even

Sharon Marshall

June 1, 2019 7:"17 AM
lnfo
Rezoning
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cíty of G F and am extremely opposed to resining the 4 lots on 70th

consider situating such a facility beside the ball park;swimming pool;Arena & skate board

park- beside what used to be a very nice residentialarea'

i would prefer that such a unit NOT be built here at all. Our hospítal, ambulance; and policing are not set up for the

added burden. This will also put the children and adults more at risk- let's try to keep Grand Forks a safe place for

children to grow up and for adults to feel safe walking.

Surely the citizens of Gr.and Forks DO have a say in what happens here!

SÍncerely Sharon Ma rshall

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:

Ken Makortoff
June 5, 2019 8:22 AM
lnfo
Fwd: Supportive Housing
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Subject:

ìil

Supportive Housing

Grand Forks Counsel

We want to express our concerns regarding rezoning the supportive housing development to the 70th

street location.
This is the most ludicrous idea any counsel has ever considered. There are many young children that
play in the ballfields, swimming pool and skate park and you th¡nk it is a good idea having a bunch of
drugged out people next door to them. Give your heads a shake.

It's bad enough you have let the BCH develop the low income high rise next to Brycen Place and have

them peer¡ng into their backyards. Why could this not have been built next to the other low income

development The Gables.

What is happening to our beautiful small town is an absolute shame and you are allowing this. It's time

to stand up and say no to th¡s development anywhere in Grand Forks. We do not need anymore

drugged out vagrants coming to our town. Stop this now!!!

Ken & Lana Makortoff

Sent from my iPhone

I
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Attachments:

Linda Clifton .,.resident

Grand Forks, BC

Linda Cfifton
June 4, 2019 3:40 PM

lnfo; línda.larson.MLA@leg.bc.ca; premier@gov.bc.ca; andrew.wilkinson.MLA@leg.ca;

andrew.weaver.M LA@ leg.ca; complaintresolutíon@ bchousing.org

Letter for the June 5th Public Meeting re: Opposition to amending Zoning Bylaw #

2039-A36 to accommodate a 34 unit "No Barriers" supportive housing development.

Rezoning.docx
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June 1,2019

info@grandforks.ca

To Councillors ...

o Zak Stoodley

¡ Cathy Korolek

r Neil Krog

r Chris Moslin

o Chris Thompson

o Rod Zielinski&

Mayor Brian Taylor

Cc to: Linda Larson, MLA for Boundary-Similkimeen

BC Premier, John Horgan

Andrew Wilkinson, Liberal Leader

Andrew Weaver, Green PartY Leader

BC Housing ComPlaints

Re: Grand Forks 8C... Bylaw no 2039-46 to amend the Zoning
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linda.larson.M LA@leg.bc.ca

premier@gov.bc.ca

and rew.wilki nson. M LA@ leg. bc.ca

a nd rew.weaver.M LA@ leg.bc.ca

com pla intresolution@ bchousing.org

Bylaw to rezone property on the 2000

Block of 70th Avenue, legally described as Lot A,B,C and D from the current R-1 to CD2 to accommodate

a 34 unit "NO BARRIERS" supportive housing development.

I am not in favour of having this type of unit in our small community period, but am writing to strongly

oppose the rezoning of the above property to accommodate ¡t in this particular area ...for many reasons:

1,. tt is F|SCALLy TRRESPONSIBLE ... As a community of 4000 people, whose tax rates have climbed

considerably in the last few years, the terms agreed upon between BCH and the City of Grand

Forks to locate the facility on this property would cost our city ratepayers dearly. The agreed

upon 50/50 cost sharing for infrastructure ofover 5500,000 plus having to purchase BCH's

property on 2nd St for S1.79,000 and reimbursing them for the 558,000, costs already incurred,

would weigh heavily on this community, who are still trying to recover from the floods in 2018. I

understand BCH would not be payíng taxes to the City, but giving grants in lieu of..' Hmmm ...

more costs for the ratepayers??? Like I said ... fiscally irresponsible! At least if BCH were to build

the facility on 2nd St, the cost would be less for the ratepayers as the infrastructure is already in

place ... and the city would not be having to purchase a piece of property that may take years to

sell.
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2. SAFETY RISK ... This housing would be right next to our local ball parks, our skate part, our

aquat¡cCentre,ourcurlingrinkandourarena. Thisisahighdensitysportsareathatourlocal

youth frequent. Our Women's Trans¡tion Residence will be right next door as well, which is

putting the vulnerable inhabitants at risk. lt is a safety risk for our senior citizens residing at

Silver Kettle Víllage ... also those residents of Parkside Villa and the new unnamed low-income

apartments south of the proposed supportive housing. How anyone could possíbly think this

would be a good place to house the "hard to house" is a total mystery to me!

3. NO SUPPORTIVE SERVICES ... This housing would not be located near any supportive services

needed by these individuals. The Boundary Medical Clinic, Mental Health & Addiction Services,

Service BC and accessibility for Alcohol and Narcotic counselling are all located in the downtown

core.

4. OVERLoAD TO oUR CURRENT RCMP/PARAMEDICS/INTERIOR HEALTH & MENTAL HEALTH's

workload. Living next to a 36 year retired RCMP veteran, he has tried to bring to líght what

"WILL" happen as he has lived and worked in many small communities having to deal with the

problems that come with these types of individuals.

ln closing, please know I strongly object to the proposed site for this supportive housing development

and beg you to reconsider and rescind the motion to rezone these lots.

As a further note, I am hoping you, as our councillors, will keep in mind the best interests of our

community as a whole and will be open to persuasive arguments during the public meet¡ng. lndications

at iire iasi councii meeting we¡-e ihat some councillors had thei¡'minds made up ah'ead'¡i. Sho"v the

citizens of Grand Forks that you can make a "RlGHT" decision. Don't let BCH bully youl

Linda Clifton

Citizens For A Better Grand Forks ...
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From:
Sent:
To:

wendy Butterfield
June 4, 2019 9:49 PM

lnfo
To Mayor & City CouncilSubiect:

Re: the 'no barriers'facility at 70th Avenue location

I am very much against putt¡ng a facÍlity for the difficult to home smack-dab in the middle of so many family oriented

facilities. you have the women's transition housing, the brand new housing for low income families and seniors as well

as established neighbourhoods. lt also backs on major recreational facilities.

I am also not crazy about ¡t going back to the 2nd Street location because that is a prime intersection for tourists to

decide if they are go¡ng to stop in Grand Forks or just carry on. I would be very happy to see it re-located to the old

Whispers site. (l believe if the building is built to code it survive any flood issues).1 remember the time and energy that

went into the search for the BETHS facility. Unfortunately things have not changed over the years. These people in need

have to be able to access the clinic, Service BC, the banks and post office.

I appreciate that Mayor and Council are asking for community input.

We Butterfield

Sent from my ÍPad
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anna Lactin

June 4, 2019 9:23 PM

lnfo
Public Hearing re: No Barriers Facility
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Dear Mayor & Council,

Þta:cp a¡¡pnr rhiç lcttpr in OPPOSITION to the "No Barriers" facilitv beine placed in the West End

Neighbourhood, 19th St/70th Ave area.

This is a famity neighborhood with many vutnerabte peopte living within it, chitdren, seniors' etc.. ln fact,
everyone is vuinerabte to the ravages of drug addicts. I woutd like to see the Province spend OUR money buiLding

treatment centers first, before any type of 'no barrier' housing.

Sincerety,

Anna Lactin
Grand Forks, BC
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From:
Sent:
to:

brendamarylynn
June 4,2019 7:45 PM

lnfo
serious concerns about the proposed supportive ho

\'¡"i:i!t
Subject: g

I have grave concerns about the proposed supportive housing project going up on the 70th Street location.

I feel that many vulnerable residents will be at high risk as the project is so close to residential areas where there are

both seniors and children including in the low income housing and Women's Transition housing going up in that same

area. There is a skate park, ball parks, an arena and swimming pools and already our young people have been robbed

while playingattheskate park.lmyself am a seniorwith physicalchallengesand lfind itterrifyingthatthere have been

several break-ins in my area on 18th St. including my own home and also valuable items stolen from our yard.

It also concerns me that the housing will be so close to camping areas for tourists flocking to Grand Forks for the GFI

fastball tournament and Cannafest. These events provide a huge boost for businesses in our community which is vital

for their economíc growth. With the wet project as well as the warming center so close to these venues I fear that it will

turn off and deter tourists from taking any chances to stay here. I have already heard of three different groups will not

be returning for theír annual visit once they heard of the situation here. lt may be only three at the moment but we all

know how word spreads.

Another important thing that worries me deeply is the fact that ¡n a (heartfelt) desire to help these addicted and hard to

house people we are actually, in fact, enabling them by putting every possible thing in place to allow them to quite

comfortably continue with their addiction with no consequence which reatly gives them no real incentive to pursue the

help and go through all of the things that Ít takes to actually get clean. lt ¡s indeed heartbreaking to see all these people

who maybe at one time were full of possibilities deteriorate and that is hard. But maybe we should all go to a public Al-

Anon Meeting and hear the stories and learning how detrimental enabl¡ng an addict actually is. Unfortunately the fact is

that in order to provide any kind of effective help for the addict, the addict has to really want the help and most of the

time that addict has to hit their rock bottom first and then make the journey to recovery. So by enabling them we are

actually cheatíng them from recovery and sentence them to a lifetime of active addiction. And a COMMUNITY AT

PERMANENT RISK. Think about it....

I think that it is the cart before the horse scenario and we, as a community, need to STEP BACK and really think this

through and come up with a viable plan and then take the necessary steps to identify our goals and then making wise

and intelligent decisions

TOGETHER AS A COMMUNITY to execute and make those goals a positive reality.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak.

Brenda HennebrY

1
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From:
Sent:
To:

Darcy Skerritt
June 4, 2019 10:4O

lnfo
Just say no
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Mayor and councillors

Just a quíck response to the hard to house issue. I have no doubt that grand forks needs low income and sen¡or housing

but I and many others feel we are not prepared for hard to house individuals. Mental health and our police force cannot

deal with what will become of grand forks if you let this happen. lt ís not only wrong but you will be putt¡ng the

resídence in danger. I was at the last council meet¡ng and heard the comments that some of you were loosing sleep over

this. That is because you feel it is wrong as well. Settíng these drug addiction individuals up next to a women's shelter

and low income as wefl as a park, playground, pool and skate park is absolutely insane. You do have the power to say no

and should.

Thank you

Darcy and Molly Skerritt

I
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

To whom it may concern,

Adam kalesnikoff
June 4, 2019 10:04 PM

lnfo
Supportive housing
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I am opposed to the the zoning proposition for the BC housing project.

For starters, the location is frowned upon due to the high amount of public services in the area. With the baseball

diamonds, pool, skate park, curling rink, and the arena located in the area, this creates an issue for the general public.

The majority of those public users being children.

Even if the project were to move forward in the original location at the corner of 2nd st and hwy 33, it still doesn't make

sense for our communitY.
We do not have the seruices available that would be needed for this type of housing project. With the lack of doctors,

policing, addiction specialists, and mental health professionals, our community does not work well as a "hub" for this

type of project.

BC housing has the full intention to build a larger than needed project to fill to capacity. With that in mind, they would

need tb import people to fill those rooms who potentially do not add value to our community, ln communities past,

these projects attract people who do not contribute to their community.

Grand Forks has been known for its beauty, and people. lf we move forward with a project of this, this will hurt our

growing economy with potential new civilians of our great community. I urge you all to sit back, and truly think about

what this sized supportive housing project would do to our beautifultown.

With concern,
Adam Kalesnikoff

Sent from my iPhone

I
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Hunter Wey
June 4, 2019 9:56 PM

lnfo
70 the ave supportive ,/ no barriers housing
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I am in opposition of this project. BC housing has put the city of Grand Forks against each other. No matter where this

project is proposed to go the majority of that area will be against it'

The City of Grand Forks does not have the supportive services these people will require. The police, doctors and other

health professionals are already maxed out. Does BC housing have a budget or plan to bring more professionals to

town?

Furthermore, the proposed location at TOth ave is not an appropríate location; the public services in that vicinity are to

vulnerable to the people that wíll be staying at this no barriers facility. There is a pool, arena, skate park, low income

housing ,seniors housing ,women's transitional housing and residential houses.

As well the fiances that will be required to move the project from 2nd St to 70th Ave is non negotiable. The people of

Grand Forks already pay provincial taxes by personal taxation and provincial amounts of property taxation. Now the

c¡ty wants to add 750k to the financíal budget to move the project. lf BC housing really wanted to move they would

waive that financial burden on the City'

Lastly the City of Grand Forks needs to keep fighting back to BC housing we do not have the capacity to support this

project. We need the BC government to know that this project will be better sulted ln a place with the capacity to

support this type service. You can not compare us to areas such as Kelowna and Pentícton our population is a

percentage of those cities with the closest big city Trail, an hour and a half away

We the people should vote and if passed as a majority buy the 2nd Street lot from BC housing and tellthem to

assess ihis project In a City where they have the capacity to support this type of housing.

Sincerely,

Hunter Wey

1
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) From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Emma Wey
June 4, 2019 11:28 PM

lnfo
proposed zoning amendment for 70th Ave property
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Dear City Councíl:

I am wr¡ting to express my opposit¡on to the proposed zoning bylaw amendment to allow the supportive Housing

Project to relocate to the 70th Ave property.

I am concerned that if the 70th Ave property was rezoned to allow the Supportíve Housing Project, it would put many

vulnerable properties and residents at risk of violence and crime.

Within a Z km radius of the TOth Ave block, are both of the elementary schools, the high school, Silver Kettle Seniors

home, numerous recreation facilíties (including the skate park, aquatic center, ball fields, curling rink and arena), as well

as a large proport¡on of residential family homes, including higher valued neighborhoods.

The supportive housing project would provide housing to indivíduals with substance abuse disorders. As a healthcare

professional, I know there is a clear and substant¡al assoc¡ation between substance use and violence and

crime. Rezoning the 70th Ave property to allow the Supportive Housing project would increase críme and violence in

this area which is highly utilized and populated by children. families, and seniors,

6 years ago I "Settled Down" in Grand Forks because it felt like a safe place to raise our children. lf the Supportive

Housing was built on the 70th Ave property, I would no longer feel safe in my neighborhood.

Respectfully,

Emma Wey

1
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From:
Sent:
To:

Jaymes Croken
June 5,2019 8:46 AM
lnfo
Zoning Amendment for 70th Ave Proposed Development
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Dear Mayor and CitY Council,
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belief that the suitability of the proposed s¡te ís lacking and poses many dangers and disadvantages to the

commun¡ty around the site, but atso to the potential inhabitants. The size of the project as well as access to

support services is af so of concern, however there ways to mitigate those issues.

The community around the area may negatively affected due to the proximity of vulnerable populations;

particutarly the women's safe house and the children's play area and parks-

The target population that uses the women's safe house include women who may be fleeing abusing

relationships, and putting a low-barrier support¡ve housing facility so close to the shelter, as well as

potentially sharing an access route, could directly put those women at risk of contacting the people they are

attempting to flee. Also having the tow-barrier facility so close to the women's shelter may make some

women feel unsafe with staying there or even contacting the support service, for fear of abusers or

acquaintances of abusers being close by, particularly while they are in a vulnerable state of mind or physical

situation.

The proposed location on 70th Ave leaves much to be desired as far as the potential supportive housing

inhabitants being close to community support services. A large portion of the residents in supportive housing

initiatives may have substance abuse issues, which they are often trying to heal from. Almost all treatment

prograrrìs are reliant upon medications, including suboxone and methadone. These medications are offered

through local pharmacies, but primarilythrough Pharmasave or Save-On downtown and generally in single

daily doses that are taken while supervised by a pharmacist. ln fact, everyone who starts a treatment program

must start by taking the medications everyday, witnessed by a pharmacist until they have shown consistency

and can gr_aduate to the next treatment step. This presents an issue as the Extra Foods pharmacy is only open

6 days a week and no holidays. lnevitabiy this ieacis to one of two things, either muitipie ciays woi'th of

medications are given for the weekend or holiday, or people skip their medications for those days, potentially

causing them to relapse or overdose.

These medications are highly effective and need to be made as accessible as possible to those that need

them.
As well, methadone in particular poses a not insignificant risk of overdose and death when more than a single

daily dose is taken at one time. Overdoses because of this are a reality and this has happened in Grand Forks

already.
I believe that having supportive housing and a medication dispensing location that is open 7 days a week and

holidays in close proximity to each other is important to the success of the people in the treatment proBram'

As well, not needing to dispense multiple days worth of methadone at a time can help prevent diversion,

overdoses and deaths.

ln addition to medication based treatments, the public health office, medical clinic, community kitchen and

Service BC office are all located downtown. These are all vitalservices that people who need community

I
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support access on a frequent basis. Furthermore, currentlythere are 4 AA and NA groups in Grand Forks and

the majority of them meet ¡n the Holy Trinity Church on 7th St'

Deliberately putting a supportive housing facility far away from these services forces the residents, who

generally lack reliable transportation, to make the trek on foot each time they need them. That problem is

even worse for those with physical disabilities who may not be able to access the services at af I if they are too

far away. For reference, the walking distance following the shortest route from the 2000 block of 70th Ave to

Service BC is 2.1km each way (this route also goes directly beside the municipal campground), making a round

trip 4.2km or about 50 minutes of walking.

Lastly I would like to point out a potent¡al legal problem that may affect people who reside on 70th Ave, due

to the very close proximity to Dick Bartlett Park.

Section 10 (Z) (iii) of the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act outlines that the court must consider relevant

aggravating factors for specific drug offences, which include being .,."in or near a school, on or near school

grounds or in or near any other public place usually frequented by persons under the age of 18 years.'."

I believe that if the proposed location on 70th Ave is used for supportive housing, the residents of that facility

may be dealt with more harshly by the criminaljustice system than if another location was used that was not

in such close proximityto a park. lf the ultimate goalfor residents of a supportive housingfacility is recovery

and not incarceration, then a different location should be chosen.

The content of this letter ¡s my own personal opinion and does not reflect an opinion or position of my

empioyer or any associateci orgartizaiiorts.

Sincerely,
Jaymes Croken

.l ø Virus-free, www.avltst.çom
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Juliana Chadwick
June 5, 20199:11
lnfo
June 5 Public Hearing
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Attention; Ms. Heinrich and Council

I am in favor of low income housing for seniors, veterans and local families. Grand Forks must come first.

I am p! in favor of any "homeless" or recovery-type housing of any kind in Grand Forks. We do not have the services or

facilitìElor knowledge to treat any of these people. There are towns better equipped to deal with this. We need services

and doctors for Grand Forks residents.

I am not in favor of any "warming" shelter that stays open year round. This is ridiculous and undermines the very context
of a shelter for cold weather.

The shelter has become a joke. Young people leaving home because we are enabling them. We need a stronger police

force and presence and we need to save our small town.

Seniors - who encompass 59 percent of the population of this town are being neglected. They have no centre. There is

no safe place for seniors to gather. There is no social network for seniors.

That, is a travesty.

Council were elected for the people, and by the people to enact the wills of the people. You cannot have a personal

agenda, the agenda is ours, people have the power not the politicians.

Stop enabling the drug addicted and homeless, you will never be able to help them.

I am a senior and on the Grand Forks Seniors Society, but this is a personal note and does not speak for the society.

Thanks you,
Juliana and Wayne Chadwick

-
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, From:
Scnt:
To:
Subiect:

Lorna Konkin

June 5, 2019 9:45 AM
lnfo
"No Barríers" Facility at 19th Stf/0th Ave
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To Whom It lÂoy Concern:

We are senior citizens who reside qt Silver Kellle and ore VERy oPposed to hoving o "No

Borriers" focílity qt 19th 5t and 7OÌh Ave. We both doíly wolking in thot vicinity.

Hos onyone cons¡deredthe focility out in Almond êardens fhot used to be for people with

disobilities? It hos been empty for years. ft isn't near Playgrounds or othen community

focilities.

Thonk you for reading our letter.
Lorno ond Jock Konkin

Sent from Outlook

1
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Kerri Poste

Grand F BC, I

June 4, 2019

Dear Mr Mayor Taylor, Councillors Mr. Eburne-Stoodley, Ms. Korolek, Mr. Krog, Mr. Moslin, Ms.

Thompson, and Mr. Zielinski,

This letter is sent to you to implore you to vote 'no' to rezoning the lots on 70'h Ave, or anywhere else

within our small community that could be considered for accommodating similar projects. Being a

constituent in this, what was a beautiful town with growth potential, for the past 6yrs I am firmly against

the construction or allowance of a no or low barriers housing facility anywhere within the city of Grand

Forks or surrounding aÍea at any time.

Unfortunately I've witnessed the downward spiral this town has been on for the past couple of years, and

accommodating these types of projects will funher the demise of our beautiful town. Our residents and

business sectors are stiil recovering from the flooding last year, and there is still a long way to go' There is

so much more potential here, at this point in time, to support the re-growth of our town and businesses that

is sorely being missed. The seniors still have nowhere to go, and many homeless from the flood have

receiveâ no aisistance or support from the city or government. However there seems to be a great deal of
focus on supporting the drug addicted population instead, of which we are still uncertain of how many we

actually havó since no counis have been done like there have been in other communities. We intrinsically

had a handful gf people, longer tem residence of Grand Forks, perhaps l0-I2, and they are the ones

receiving all the ruppon from the government, and supported by the municipality through the actions (or

lacktherãfl of our Mãyor and council. Unfortunately now there are many others coming from other

communities because they've heard of the free accommodation and food that is supplied to them without

any barriers imposed. It is well known that violence and crime rates to our businesses, residential areas,

anã citizcns has increased in the presence ofthese no barriers facilities, and the types ofindividuals these

facilities draw, the ramifications are exponential. Grand Forks simply does not have the the resources
..-- r ---:¿r-:-- ar-^ ^^-*,,-:r. r^ L^ -Lt- +^ crrn¡nrf o-', rlotrolnnmenfc ¡nd nrôoïâmc nf this nafirre Orlrrequrrç(l wlLIl[I Lllti uulturrululJ lu uv 4ur! rv ùul'l,vr! s¡¡J uw rvrvy

town is already greatþ suffering in the area of support services, our RCMP are understaffed, drug

rehabilitation ãnã mentat health programs are almost non-existent, let alone the extra time involved for our

paramedie units and healthcare units. it's all taking a strain on our residents and community as a whole.

ïitir ir simpiy an unsuccessflri housing modei thai we've seen proven over and over again consistently

failing the communities throughout B.C'.

Additionally, as a taxpayer in this community, I understand from what has been revealed by the city thus

far, that if the 70ú Avè. project is approved, there will be infrastructure costs expected to be absorbed by

the constituents. To this I am fully and completely opposed. Our small town is in much need of
infrastructure upgrades in so rnany areas as it is. We've had to live with this failing infrastructure year in,

year out. Why áre these not being tended to first? What have we been paying taxes for if not to cover some

óf thor. expenses. So instead of adding more financial burden to our tax bill, and accommodating the

infrastructure costs strictly for this BC Housing project, how about dealing with the much needed existing

infrastructure up grades first.

In addition, regarding my complete opposition of contributing to infrastructure costs on this project, or any

others like it anywhere in the Grand Forks area: I consider myself very fortunate to be able to live in this

beautiful area, and afford to be an independent home owner. However, as it stands I am on fixed income' as

are many residents in this community. As such, covering monthly payments is already a stretch, the income

covers tire essentials and that is all. There is no extra financial room at the end of the month, and I live very
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minimally. Any further imposed taxation will leave such a financial strain on my own household to be in

the red every month, and aì you can imagine, at that pace it won't be long before I willno longer be able to

continue to Le a contributing taxpayer in this town. Not long and I would lose the potential l have to

continue being an independent home owner, and be required to be added to the waiting iist to live in one of
the low income develoþments. This seems very backwards to me, and counter productive towards building

a strong taxpayer basejand strong economy in this area. I am well aware that I am not the only one in this

positioã witnin the constituent population of the City of Grand Forks. Ccrtainly oreating more hotneless or

Ùurdening lower income people cannot be the vision of this municipal government^

Therefore, I question the intentions of our Mayor and Council and what their vision for the future of our

town holds, As far as growth and development for our town, installing and supporting these ill conceived

projects without due diligence and support systems in place is simply backwards. Inviting more violence,

.¡-., abuse of our citizens and our ecological systems; losing taxpâyers because people are fearful for

their safely and are intolerant of being overlooked, unheard, disrespected, and living in a town so

unsupport-ive of their basic human rights to live safely and be protected by the ones in power to do so;

losing'taxpayer base because businesses will be unable to effectively operate due to the increase in

crimfnal activity and the fallout consequences of allowing these types of developments anywhere into our

community or surroundingarea; and taxing the population to support these developments with the

potential of causing residents to bear more financial burden with the potential of losing their homes or

iivelihood; all of this is certainly not the way forward.

Lci's instcad focus cn providing more freedcm for our towns people, rathor than resficticns, crime,

harassment, feaç seclusion, and increased financial burden. Let's provide safefy, services, and areas for our

children, families, seniors, and business growth so our economy can grow, so our town can be strong, so

rvve can rebuild even better than we were before. Let's look at putting parks and playgrounds and green

space in the area of these 4 70'h Ave lots, or anything else along those lines that would accommodate the

fätniti.r and seniors that live nearby while also benefiting the whole community (including the newly

dcvcloping tow income hcusing units).

These individuals deserve better, and you're doing them a grea|disservice by housing them without the

needed resources to move forward and improve themselv.es. Denying them the opportunity to receive the

mental and physical assistance they need, the detox and rehabilitation services they require, and job

initiatives if they desire to do so is simply archaic, enabling, and inhumane.

I urge you to be leaders in this crisis, to do better for these individuals, 1o demand better for them, better

for ihe taxpayers, the businesses, the families, the seniors, the children, and the restructuring and

strengthening of development for the future of our town and vote 'no'to re-zoning to accommodate this

devetopment, and all other future initiatives within Grand Forks.

Thank you for taking the time and effort to seriously consider our concems. With all due respect, we can

do better for this town!

Sincerely,

Kerri Poste
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Grand Forks BC VOH 1H0

June 4 2019

To: Mayor Brian Tayior; Counciiior Zak Eburne-Stoociiey, Counciiior Cathy Koroiek, eounciiior Neii Krog,

Councillor Chris Moslin, Councillor Christine Thompson and Councillor Rod Zielinski;
Wendy Whelen, Development, Engineering and Planning

Re: Notice of Proposed Zoning Bylaw Amendment (Rezoningl 2000 Block of 70th Avenue, Grand Forks

I am NOT in support of this location for development of supportive housing

The decision to consider this location is short-sighted, lacks common-sense and neglects to consider the
following:

o Lack of servíces provided by qualified professionals lN the community to support individuals
with add¡ctíons and/or mental illness

¡ High safety risks for families, children, senior citizens and the vulnerable residing near 70th

Avenue
r High safety risks to residents and visitors utilizing Grand Forks Aquatic Centre, Skate Park, Jack

Goddard Arena, Dick Bartlett Park, James Donaldson Park and nearby businesses/services
r High safety risk to women and children utilizing the Women's Shelter
. lmpact to the residents and community already dealing with Flood Recovery

Furthermore, I do NOT support the location on 2nd Street as I feel there are other options. tt would be
L^-^¡l-l-l r- ¡--- 

- ----!¡À-- -¡ -t-l-^L-ll^-- r- J^a-----!--- 
^t- 

t---!r-!r!!ucilcilLrdr Lu ¡ur¡il d LunrrlrLleË ur sLdKeilu]ugf5 Lu ueLeftlüne lne teastpiltty oT any ano all Iuture
developments due to the direct impact to the community. BC Housing represents housing projects. The
Cíty needs to represent the citizens and community to ensure no one will be negatively impacted.

BC Housing or thc City Council will not bully the citizensl

Sincerely,

Marion Duralia
Life-long Resident of 51 Years
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r From:
Sent:
to:
Subject:

Donna Cleary

June 5,201911:45 AM
lnfo
New Contact Form submission from Donna Cleary

ß*'l¡I',i'.n\il'I ,

l, l¡1, l¡ .r'.',Þ-
: . Tr'.'i, l

Your Name

Donna Cleary
JU|J 5 ?ilt3

1': :l: l.,,<:, . .,..i :,. :")
fi-JL -i ; 'f , )i :..ì1..,,ii\r;.j

l'.¡ í l l;
ir.')iii(íi

Your Message

To Mayor and Council of Grand Forks, BC'

These are the concerns of the the Residents of the West End Neighbourhood, 19th SV7Oth Ave area.

We would like to bring to your attention that this area of Grand Forks is a unique recreational jewel used by multi-generational

residents of Grand rófs.'On any given day you can see children riding their bikes to school, dog walkers of all a_ges., seniors

from Silver Kettle and parkside úitia going ioi walks, familes coming to play ball, soccer playgP: skateboarders, families utlizing

the pool and arena and the new gymñastì-cs club. We fear that by putting the newly pro-posed "No Barriers" facility on the 4 lots

at Zbtn and adjacent to 19th, ttraiiou wifl be endangering the quality of life and safety for the residents and most particulady the

children from this area.

With fhe new 52 units of low-income housing (which is sure to house many new families with children) and the new Women's

Tráns¡tion house (where women and children will be fleeing violence and recovering from traumatic s¡tuat¡ons) it seems short-

"ijnt"a 
to be conòidering the building of a "No Barriers" facility in such close proximity to vulnerable seniors, young families,

añd ch¡ldren. This is a potential disaster for the community'

Grand Forks already has major policing issues, and we are currently struggling with the lack of 
.a 

full police force and a rise in

Jetty crime and drui¡ problems. We fee-l like the situation will only become more dire as there will undoubtedly be an increase in

the number of call-outs.

We, the resideñts, would like to offer an alternative that will be a winning situation for alJ. We would ask you to please seriously

consider taking the 4 recenily purchased lots, use part of the land to build a road in and out of the low-income housing complex

and use the remaining land tô'Ou¡tC a children's playground. There is no other playSlound within easy walking,distance, it would

Oè ,t¡ù.e¿ by the chiÈren of the new low-incomé nóusing , the apartments on 19th St, The Gables and other familes recreating

in the area.

We also propose that BC Housing take a look at other options for the location of the "No Barriers" facilíty, away from residential

nå¡ghbõJihdoàs and the childrenänd families that will be affected. There must be other options would be closer to the services

tna[Ann Howard has said are necessary; mental health, Service BC, D/s clinic, pharmacíe_s, 9oup Kitchen. lf proximíty.to

services is paramount for this project, wê don't see the proposed 70th and 1gth St. site as fulfilling her mandate. Theç has

been an argument stating that'Bi Housing refuses to look at other opt¡ons, they are looking at these lots rather than 2nd St, so

tnuy .rn añd should look-at other sites. Aiomprehensive impact study on the neighbourhood should be conducted before any

decision is made

We believe that in the panic to remove this kind of a facility frorn the galewly to our city on 2nd St, that not enough thought has

oeãn put into this propãsat of 19thSu7othAve. To have a 'No Barriers" facility in such clo.-se proximíty to so many fami!9¡'

"ãñloi, 
and young 

"trlloren, 
the arena, pool, skate park and ball parks makes no sense if we consider that children will be

ól"tirg ¡n this areã. lt does make sense to spend more lime determining exactly what Grand Forks needs and where best to

ïulfill tñat need. A time and place count of our homeless population would be a great place to.start' ln the meantime, we have

the perfect area to crãate a'safe play space for currenl families, new families that will be moving into the low-income housing'

children and the seniors that spend time in the area'
We need services first, housing second.

Again,...please consider the children when making your decision as well as the future of our little town.

RespectfullY Yours,
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Donna Cleary
Citizens for a Better Grand Forks
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Memo stÀN_q,fofr¡

To:

From:

Date:

Subject:

Public Hearing

Gorporate Se¡vices

2019-06-05

Receipt of Petition for Public Hearing

Background

On June 5, 2019, a petition was delivered to the otfice of the Corporate Officer and
received in accordance with Section 82 of the Community Charter.

Section 82 of the Community Charferstates:
(1) A petition to a council is deemed to be presented to councilwhen ít is filed
with the corporate officer.
(2) A petition to a council must include the full name and residential address of
each petitíoner.

Under the Freedom of lnformation and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPPA), the City is

not able to dÍsplay the full addresses and signatures publicly. lf Council wishes, staff can
provide a hard copy of the petition.

Due to time constraints, Corporate Services was not abfe to verify full names, residential
addresses, and signatures for each petitioner in the petition nor whether these items
were correctly represented by each individual, although 5 non-residential addresses, 2

duplicate names, and 15 names with missing or incomplete street addresses were
identified,

Despite not having verified each indivídual address, the following is an estimated
breakdown:
Valid Signatures per Section 82 : 598
Grand Forks (City) :488
Grand Forks (Area D) :74
Christina Lake: 10
Greenwood: 3

All information pertaining to the petition is attached and was delivered by Scott Davis
along prior to the deadline for inclusion in the correspondence summary for the Public
Hearing on June 5.

Appendix E - Petition 
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

Street Address (Printed) SignatureName (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

petition to prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommod"ate
Srrnnorting HousingÀvt rlrr -- ----o

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (Frinted)

?ã"t-ç
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Snpporting Housing

Signatu reStreet Address ,(Printed)Name (P rinted)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate
Snpporting Housing

Signatgre t./Street (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

Name (Printed) Street Address (Printed) Signature
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureName (Printed) Street Address (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

Street Address (Printed) SignatureName (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureName (Printed) Street Address (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureName (Printed) Street Address (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommod,ate

Supporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housitrg

SignatureName (Printed) Street Address (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

Name t
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Concerned' Residents of Grand Forks BC

petition to prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommod-ate
c't- -.^.^ ^,^åi--." TJ^r, oiï.t (t
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SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Narne (Printed)
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Concerned' Residents of Grand Forks BC

petition to prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommod-ate

Snpporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

S,rpporting Housing

SignatureName (Printed) Street Address (Printed)
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Concerned. Residents of Grand Forks BC

petition to prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (Printed)
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Concerned. Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

petition to prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (Printed )
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate
^ ¡' ^- TT^--^:-
Supporirng flousing

SignatureAddress (Printed)StreetName (Pri nted)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommod,ate

Srrpporting Housing

)

Name (Printed) Street Address ( rinted)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)
Name (P
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureName (Printed) Stree! Add rese (lrlnteO )
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Concerned Resid'ents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Btock of 70th Avenue to Accommod,ate

Supporting Housing

Signature(Printed)Street AddressName (P rinted)
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Concerned Resid'ents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Snpporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (P rinted)
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Concerned. Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate
^. ¡'-..TT^--^i-z*
Supporulng ßuLt¡irrrË,

Signature(Printed)Street AddressName (Pri nted)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

Name (Printed) Stree! Address (Pri¡ted) 
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate
Supporting Housing

siepAddress (Printed)Name (Pri¡ted)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Srrpporting Housing

Name (Printed) Street Address (Printed) ,l Sisnatup
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

Street Address (Printed)
I 
SisnatureName (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

S.tpporting Housing

Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing
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VOID
Concerne d Residents of Grand' Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezor11ng of 2000

BIock of ?Oth Avenue to Accomrnod"ate

S,tpporting Housmg
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

Street Address (Printed) reponatuName (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureStreet Address (Printed)Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

BlockofT0thAvenuetoAccommodate
Srtpporting Housing

Signature
Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SígnatureStreet Addresg (Printed)
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Concerned. Resid'ents of Grand Forks BC

petition to prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

(Printed)Street AddressName (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Sr;'pporting Housing

Name (Printed) Street Address (Printed)
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Concerned" Resid'ents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate
Supporting Housing

Address lPrinted)Name (Priñted)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000

Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate

Supporting Housing

SignatureStreet'Address(Printed)Name (Printed)
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Concerned Residents of Grand Forks BC

Petition to Prevent the Rezoning of 2000
Block of 70th Avenue to Accommodate
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', I' lo'" S,tpporting Housing
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Poþ

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert < be1 647@hotmail.com >

June 5, 2019 2:22 PM

lnfo
Homeless Shelters

According to the Gazette, it appears that the fight with the Province is over

regarding them forcing large Homeless Shelters in our Town. (l might add, a fight

that our Mayor did not participate in)

All that is left to decide is where it will be built, 2 nd st or 70th avenue. Again the

Mayor is on the wrong side as a large building in the Downtown on 2nd will wipe

out even more of our businesses, as being experienced in Vernon. Not only will

break-ins and theft rise, (confirmed by GF RCMP) but just the appearance of

many homeless harassing customers will hurt many businesses. Can't the Mayor

see that the Down town Buildings are already half empty.

70th Avenue is the best of two terribly dealt hands.

All that is left for us to do is respond at the ballot box during the next elections,

both at the Municipal level and of course show the Provincial NDp that we are

not" Children of the Province" as the Mayor's Development Manager Delores

Sheets suggested in the Feb. 13 Gazette.

FdPqù iÌi i\
ìsir r ffi
JUN 5 2019

THE coFìi)oit;\ I iÜi\,f \JT
THE GRAND

1

Appendix F - Correspondence Received During Hearing
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Mayor Taylor and Council: 

Michelle Mallette < msmallette@gmail.com> 
June 5, 2019 1:4'Z PM 

Info 
70th St. Multi-lot rezoning 

. ------·--·-· 

f . .!�, 

JUN 5 2{H9

I am a full-time resident of Grand Forks, living on 8th Street near Central. I cannot attend today's public hearing as I had 

planned, but wish to express my opposition to the rezoning. The original 2nd Street location is a better one for housing 
a vulnerable population, nearer to services such as medical offices, Service B.C./Canada, pharmacies, the library, thrift 

stoes and the new Whispers of Hope kitchen. 
I support this effort to give a hand up to those struggling with addiction and homelessness. Safe shelter is a critical first 

step on the road to wellness. Ensuring that shelter is correctly located is an important factor as well. 

Kind regards, 

Michelle Mallette 

7320 8th St 

Grand Forks 
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandy Whitlock < sadiew@telus.net>
June 5, 2019 2:35 PM

lnfo
New Contact Form submission from Sandy Whitlock

Your Name
Sandy Whitlock

Your Email

sadiew@telus. net <mailto:sadiew@telus.net>
Your Phone #

(zsol442-O84O
Subject

Low-barrier supportive housing on 70th avenue across from Dick Bartlett Park
Your Message

It is my opinion that a low-barrier supportive housing should not be placed at the location that is being
proposed on 70th avenue across from Dick Bartlett Park.

Since it seems there is not much choice, I don't think this type of housing should be so far away from downtown as not
all residents of such would be able to drive or have access to the downtown.

I don't think its right to place this type of housing in a family neighborhood where there are children just by making an
amendment to the present zoning of these lots.

Further, I believe this plan will not allow the people who would live there the proper mental health that they may need

lf this facility has to be built anywhere, it should be on 2nd street in town which would be far more accessible to those
living in this low-barrier supportive housing.

ln looking at other towns who have done this, check the rise in crime rate

How many more mental health workers and RCMP will be hired to handle the rise in Crime?

Sincerely and thanks for listening,

Sandy Whitlock
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Your Name 

Donna Cleary 

Your Email 

dlcleary@hotmail.com 

Subject 

No Barrier housing 

Your Message 

Donna Cleary <dlcleary@hotmail.com> 

June 5, 2019 1 :39 PM 

Info 

New Contact Form submission from Donna Cleary 

It's not a smart place for it and I sure don't want it on 2nd. I want to make it clear that we (my husband and myself) don't want it! 
WE DON'T WANT IT ANYWHERE! We do not have enough support services for an already struggling community. 
WE JUST SAY NO! 

1 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

d semenoff <dsemenoff@yahoo.com> 
June 5, 2019 2:57 PM 

Info 

M+D 

Submission for Public Hearing - June 5, 2019 

Submission for Public Hearing - June 5, 2019 

Dear Mayor and Council, 

E f'! r:: 't, ., -�·.� �1 · C

JUN 5 2019 

THE crn-:;--or::,\1,·J1·J OF 
THE CITY OF GRAND FORl<S 

It is our understanding that today you are collecting information to be considered in making a decision about whether 

to change the zoning at 70th Avenue in order to accommodate a wet housing facility there. We contribute the following 

for your consideration: 

Could this new wet housing facility attract more people who are having troubles to Grand Forks? We are still in flood 

recovery, so dealing with more problems just makes things more difficult for our community. 

We do not have drug detox and treatment facilities available and accessible here for when people are ready to let go of 
their addictions. (Drug addicts who don't have detox facilities available when they are ready for them are known to go 

back to their addictions.) 

Our family and other flood survivors have repeatedly been victims of thievery since the flood and are wanting increased 

safety for our community. We are wanting the justice system to be examined to see what can be done to discourage 

thievery and make Grand Forks safer for citizens and their property. 

If the provincial government is going to build a wet housing facility here, despite our concerns, then we ask that the 

following considerations be made: 

2nd Street: 

• location creates a first impression for visitors/tourists arriving downtown

• area was flooded in May 2018 and is still at risk of flooding

• did not receive provincial or federal assistance for flood protecting the area

• businesses in the area were flooded and are still in recovery

• family residential area is one block north of the location

• concerns about having drug availability nearby

• concerns about the effects of children and tourists seeing people ingesting drugs in public

• concerns about needles in the parks nearby

• concerns about unpredictable behaviour from those on drugs

• concerns about increased thievery and vandalism in the area adding to the burden of businesses and citizens still in

flood recovery

• concerns about the vulnerability of properties in the area when downtown is mostly deserted after hours in evenings

when businesses are closed

QUESTIONS: 

• would the provincial government make a commitment to funding flood protection for the downtown area?

1 
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' would the wet facility residents be welcomed and also be guided to take good care of the housing facility and also the
properties nearby?

' what would be done to increase property safety of the nearby businesses when they are closed, and who would pay
for that?

' would someone be hired to regularly scan the public areas (including parks) nearby for needles, and who would pay
for that?

' would the wet facility residents be restricted from ingesting drugs in public places? ... and from leaving drug debris
lying around in public places?

' would it be explained to the wet facility residents that the housing is a gift from BC taxpayers, and would the residents
receive guidance in being responsible contributing members of the neighbourhood and community?

70th Avenue:

' busy residential area surrounded by families and citizens of all ages

' although there may be more watchful eyes during the day, residents in the area have concerns about safety -
especially for people who are more vulnerable, such as children and the elderly
. concerns about having drug availability nearby
. concerns about the effects of children seeing people ingesting drugs in public
. concerns about needles in the parks nearby
. concerns about unpredictable behaviour from those on drugs
QUESTIONS:

' would BC Housing contribute 50% of the costs for bringing water, sewer and electrical hookups to the area?

' would the wet facility residents be welcomed and also be guided to take good care of the housing facility and also the
properties nearby?

' would someone be hired to regularly scan the public areas nearby for needles, and who would pay for that?
' would the wet facility residents be restricted from ingesting drugs in public places? ... and from leaving drug debris
lying around in public places?

' would it be explained to the wet facility residents that the housing is a gift from BC taxpayers, and would the residents
receive guidance in being responsible contr¡buting members of the neighbourhood and community?

Finally, we ask that city Council create a committee to examine what can be done to improve our
provincial/federal/local justice system in order to increase our community's safety from acts of thievery.

We want a justice system that gives the clear message that thievery is unacceptable and will not be tolerated:
- items must be returned in same condition, or money and/or services must be given to the victim to make up for things
taken, mess made, and psychological effects (feeling violated)
- community service hours to make up for law enforcement and judicial costs dealing with the thievery and vandalism
- must live separately from society if are found to repeatedly pose a hazard to society

Thank you for your consideration. Hoping for our community to be a healthy, happy and safe place for all our residents
and businesses.

Sincerely,

Donna Semenoff (residing near proposed 2nd Street property)

Elizabeth Semenoff (residing near proposed 70th Avenue property)
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Daniel Drexler

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Mayor and Council,

My name is Melissa Shaw and I live at t3L9 72nd Avenue in Grand Forks. I am a teacher at Perley Elementary,
and started working there in 2006.

I have a concern about the housing developments you are discussing in a hearing today, and I just wanted to
alert you to some changes afoot in public education funding that might impact your deliberations.

Right now, schools are funded largely according to two calculations: the number of kíds enrolled and the
number of those kids with special needs (with more funding provided for kids whose needs are greater).

But we are hearing rumblings of changes looming, as the BC Public School Employers'Association lobbies to
see funding allocated instead on the basis of provincial averages. That would mean that rather than funding
my school for precisely the number of children we serve with autism, for example, we would receive the
funding calculated according to the average number of kids with autism per school, province wide.

The problem with this shift is that for whatever reason, Grand Forks has unusually high numbers of kids with
special needs. lf I understand correctly, we currently attract and actually need more funding than the
provincial average. lf BCPSEA ís successful in their lobbying efforts and a new funding formula is legislated, we
stand to lose much needed staff, services and supports in our schools.

This difficulty would be seriously compounded by an influx of new families to our community who bring
children with high-level needs to our schools. While we are always delighted to welcome new children to
Grand Forks, we also need to make sure we can give them the education they deserve. Research has shown
that children who live or have been living in poverty, are exposed to drugs and/or alcohol in the womb, or
have experienced trauma in their early years bring significantly higher levels of special needs to school.

It worries me that one hand of the provincial government would encourage vulnerable families to relocate to
Grand Forks, while another looks to reduce the levels of funding in our schools.

I hope you can see how these housing developments could significantly impact our community schools, and I

hope you are able to make decisions that help us do right by children.

Sincerely,
Melissa Shaw

Melissa Shaw <melissa_shaw@hotmail.com>

June 5, 2019 3:26 PM

lnfo
lnput for public hearing

1
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Daniel Drexler

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin Lennox < klennoxl 4@gmail.com >

June 5, 2019 5:54 PM

lnfo
Outcomes from this meeting

Mr. Mayor, having heard almost 100% of your citizens opposing any form of no barriers housing, is one of the possible
outcomes that this project will be cancelled entirely, or is council only going to decide where the no barriers facility will
be located based on this feedback

Kevin Lennox
7004 1st street Grand Forks BC

1
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June 3, 2019

To the Grand Forks Mayor and Council,

Re: Grand Forks City Council letter-of-intent with BC Housing; public hearing comment.

ln consideration ofthe principle thatthe residents ofthe City ofGrand Forks and Rural Grand Forks (Area 'D', RDKB)

have a combined and entangled interest in issues related to housing (as they do for workforce development, recreation,

business development, transportation and many other issues), ltake this opportun¡tyto share my personal views on

the proposed relocation of the proposed 2nd street supportive housing project to 70th street. These comments are the
views of myself, not provided to the Regional District for endorsement, yet through my lens as the local government

official elected to represent the approximately 3200 residents that live in all directions beyond City limits.

F¡rst, I acknowledge with gratitude that after years and years of identifying our housing needs, and discussing the
challenges that we have around homelessness and mental health, that The City of Grand Forks has been successful in

receiving two housing projects from the Province.

I urge reconsiderat¡on of this proposed relocation, and speak against adoption of the letter-of-intent as it is presented,

for the following reasons that I believe result in 70th avenue location resulting in material risk of negative social ¡mpacts

and increased costs, concurrent with potentially decrease in positive benefits from the ultimate desired outcomes.

I use a collaborative outcome map1, created by the Capital Regional Distr¡ct for a large metropolitan area (Greater

Victoria) to guide my thoughts on the process and interventions that we might take as local government to address the
ultimate goal, as stated in the document and presumably shared between our two local governments: "Communities

throughout the region are safe, healthy, vibrant, welcoming and supporting of people [...]". I feel as though the large

cluster of benefits listed therein (the blue circles) are more positively impacted by the proposed 2nd street location than
they are by relocation to the 70th Avenue, for the following four reasons:

1. Embedding supportive housing in the community is key to success of such projects. The 70th street location
appears to locate a cluster of supportive housing in one small neighbourhood, which does less to embed supportive
housing and more to isolate those projects, causing risk of lower community benefits. This is absolutely my primary

concern.

2. Thecostsavingsof nothavingtousetaxestopayforS5S,000of "thrownawaycosts"couldbeusedtofurther
advance housing needs or to simply reduce necessary tax requisitions. This same logic apples to the other costs

associated with the project such as servicing et cetera that will be borne bythe City.

3. Thereisvaluetohavingconstructionofanewbuildinginahighlyvisiblelotthathasremainedvacantforsometime,
presuming your form and character policies are being met.

4. lf mobility or other issues prohibit the 70th Ave location from meeting the needs of 'housing where it is needed'for
the population currently experiencing homelessness in the downtown area, the issues of community safety and

overdose risk may remain higher than if those supportive housing units were in a location closer to the downtown core
ln essence, the targeted goals will be less well met.

It ¡s clear that Council is saddled with no clear easy decision here, and certainly all options are tied to a great deal of
complexity and uncertainty around outcomes. I respect the challenge of the decision, and simply want to contribute
my thoughts that there is some additional danger tied to placement of this project at the 70th Avenue location, and that
the second street location may prove to be better for the vibrancy and development of our commun¡ty. Regardless, I

wish you fortitude for the decision-making process ahead.

Sincerely, and with respect for the difficult decision in front of you,

Roly Russell

Electoral Area Director for Rural Grand Forks, Area 'D'

1. httÐs://rrvrv. crd. l¡c. ca,/docsr/default-source/housine-þdf/housing-plannins-and-proe1'a¡rs/20170410-6
04p-rhfs-orn- (57x39in) --*lowerres. pdf?sfvrsn=57331fca 2
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Public Hearing - June 5, 2OL9

Zoning Bylaw Amendment 2039-A6

Written Feedback

Name:

Residential Street Address
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Public Hearing - June 5, 2Ot9

Zoning Bylaw Amendment 2039-A6

Written Feedback

Name:

Residential Street Add ress: 7

I am writing

ln Favour Of Xln Opposition To

the Proposed Amendment

I do not wish to speak, but would like to submit written comments
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Public Hearing - June 5, 2OL9

Zoning Bylaw Amendment 2039-A6

Written Feedback

Name:

Residential Street Address 7t /(,

I am writing

ln Favour Of K ln Opposition To

the Proposed Amendment

I do not wish to speak, but would like to submit written comments
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Public Hearing - June 5, 20L9
Zoning Bylaw Amendment 2039-46

Written Feedback

%-^¿+ /, , ¿t / S.<.Name:

Residential Street Address 7z¿ *- /Ç q-
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t't[NQ,t0ff¡ Publíc Hearing - June 5, 2Ot9
Zoning Bylaw Amendment 2039-46

Written Feedback

Name:

Residential Street Address
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I am writing

tr ln Favour of ñnOpposition To

the Proposed Amendment

I do not wish to speak , but would like to submit written comments
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Public Hearing - June 5, 2OL9

Zoning Bylaw Amendment 2039-46

Written Feedback

Name:

Residential Street Address
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t't[Nt",F0ff¡
Publíc Hearing - June 5, 20Lg

Zoníng Bylaw Amendment 2039-46

Written Feedback

Name:

Residential Street Address

I am writing

tl ln Favour of F ln Opposition To

the Proposed Amendment
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Public Hearing - June 5, 2OL9

Zoning Bylaw Amendment 2039-A6

Written Feedback
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Public Hearing - June 5, 2019
Zoning Bylaw Amendment 2039-A6

Written Feedback

Name:

Residential Street Add ress:
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I am writing

¡ ln Favour of Ø ln Opposition To

the Proposed Amendment

I do not wish to speak, but would like to submit written comments
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Public Hearing - June 5, 2Ot9
Zoning Bylaw Amendment 2039-46

Written Feedback

Name:

Residential Street Address:

I am writing

tr ln Favour Of É ln Opposition To

the Proposed Amendment

not wish to speak, but would like to submit n comments:
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Public Hearing - June 5, 2OI9
Zoning Bylaw Amendment 2039-46

Written Feedback

Mnßþor K"r*ay'Name:

Residential Street Address: úå 3o S¡rtK¡&{ Pz''tc'z

I am writing
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Appendix G - Registered Speakers

Kube

Allen

Croken

Olsen

Davis

Bartkowski

Demski

Hammett

Macgregor

Cunningham

Rappel

Barnfield

Russell

Ritco

Kennedy

Anthony

James

James

Savinkoff

Martens

Tyler

Eastwood

Duralia

Koch

Clayton

Frances

Jaymes

AI

Scott

Bernie

Peter

Chris

Neil

Gilbert L.

Ritch

Kay

Roly

Jesse

Pamela

Cindy

Gillian

Nigel

Laura

Abe

James

Lizanne

Marion

Gloria

5775 Beatrice St.

2170 Brycen Place

7L70 19th St.

2180 Brycen Place

6969 19th St.

8091 Pineview Cresc.

9385 Granby Rd.

2450 65th Ave.

2185 Brycen Place

3505 Carson Rd.

5415 Almond Gardens Rd

7225 Boundary Dr.

7541 1lth St.

2068 68th Ave.

753L Donaldson Dr.

223 Winnipeg Ave.

2175 Brycen Place

2175 Brycen Place

8210 Outlook Rd.

6715 18th St.

2165 Brycen Place

6969 19th St.

7583 Granby Rd.

5955 Kenmore Rd.
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APPENDIX H : Summary of Comments from Registered Speakers 
 
Public comments: 

- Clayton Kube (5775 Beatrice Street) OPPOSED, stated that he came 
from a similar location, does not want this to happen again 

- Frances Allen (2170 Brycen Place) OPPOSED, read a statement 
regarding concerns for development in this area, worked at a hospital, 
help required but is not available in this community, transition housing 

- Jaymes Croken (7170-19th Street) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to his 
written submission, development near a transition house, mental health 
and substance abuse, stores available for dispensing medication 

- Al Olsen (2180 Brycen Place) OPPOSED, read a statement regarding 
zoning regulations, Whispers of Hope, transition house, personal property, 
2nd Street property, services available for hard-to-house, current 
resources 

- Scott Davis (6969-19th Street) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to Petition 
submitted, households living in fear, read an article from Nanaimo, 
increased task force not available 

- Bernie Bartkowski (8091 Pineview Crescent) OPPOSED, spoke in 
regard to personal property and vandalism, does not want to live in fear 

- Peter Demski (9385 Granby Road) has a low-income trailer park up the 
Granby for 10 years and is offering a solution by selling part of his land to 
BC Housing for development 

- Chris Hammett (2450-65th Avenue) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to the 
women's shelter, 2nd Street location, no 'wet' facility, no capacity in this 
City to solve the problems, other community problems 

- Neil Macgregor (2185 Brycen Place) OPPOSED, stated that Councillors 
chose to be in their positions, Council's choice and responsibility, people 
did not know about the 70th Avenue location plan, cost to taxpayers, 
transparency, fire truck and water meters for community 

- Gilbert Cunningham (3505 Carson Road) OPPOSED, has a business 
within City limits near Warming Centre, police officers' limitations, facilities 
for recovering required, should not be within City limits, addicts need a 
sense of accomplishment and work 
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- Ritch Rappel (5415 Almond Gardens Road) OPPOSED, infrastructure 
and support services not available, same cycle just continuing, not to 
isolate people in small communities, BC Housing attempts do not work 

- Kay Barnfield (7225 Boundary Drive) OPPOSED, inquired as to what a 
'wet' facility was, how many units, how would it be monitored, other 
facilities such as Hardy View and Broadacres, more policing 

- Roly Russell (7541-11th Street) OPPOSED, read his written submission 
regarding supportive housing, spoke in regard to cost savings issues for 
development, safety for community 

- Jesse Ritco (2068-68 Avenue) OPPOSED, inquired as to tax impact from 
this development, how many people would be 'imported' to this 
community, decision of this location, increased risk of danger to 
community, increase in police force, family safety concerns, location not 
suitable 

- Pamela Kennedy (7531 Donaldson Drive) OPPOSED, believes this type 
of project should not be in this City at all, safety for community, BC 
Housing units security will not help the people in the community, harm 
reduction is not working, cannot keep bringing in more people with needs, 
has to be dealt with one by one 

- Cindy Anthony (223 Winnipeg Avenue) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to 
the transition house, cannabis sales location bylaw, suggestion for another 
location - Victorian Motel on Hwy 3 

- Gillian James (2175 Brycen Place) OPPOSED, read a statement 
regarding location, infrastructure, taxpayers, zoning in residential area, BC 
Housing 

- Nigel James (2175 Brycen Place) spoke in regard to the Community 
Charter and the laws, BC Government and Grand Forks working together, 
provincial resources 

- Laura Savinkoff (8210 Outlook Road) IN FAVOUR, stated that all 
comments are negative, on an international scale these facilities work, 
people require help, people drink in their homes, homelessness 

- Abe Martens (6715-18th Street) OPPOSED, told a story of his 
experience with a homeless addicted person, facility proposed requires 
help in place for these people, fear in community and for family 
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- James Tyler (2165 Brycen Place) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to the 
statement 'not in my backyard', 2nd Street, location of 70th Avenue, lots of 
questions still to answer, cleanup of facility, who will be running this 
housing, rushed decision 

- Lizanne Eastwood (6969-19th Street) OPPOSED, read a statement 
regarding safety for children, seniors, and other residents in the proposed 
area, other location possibilities, comprehensive study of neighborhood, 
homeless population 'point in time count', future of Grand Forks, fear 

- Marion Duralia (7583 Granby Road) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to lack 
of services for addictions or mental illnesses, high safety risk to visitors 
utilizing public recreation facilities, BC Housing, life-long resident 

- Gloria Koch (5955 Kenmore Road) OPPOSED, spoke in regard to BC 
Housing dictatorship, duty to Grand Forks citizens, safety, serving 
community 
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